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ABSTRACT 

Predating the computer by centuries has been the art 

and language of mathematics and man's attempts to master its 

facts, skills, and concepts. This mastery has depended not 

only on the sufficiency of the mathematics, but also on the 

teaching strategies of the instructor and the learning 

skills of the student. To know well the subject to be 

taught is not sufficient for teaching it well. Teaching 

implies more than stating knowledge—it implies learning. 

Learning is an act of the student. To develop an effective 

strategy for teaching mathematics, therefore, begins with an 

understanding of learning. 

Learning involves fact and skill learning and 

conceptual understanding. Psychologists have differed in 

their beliefs on the interaction of these. Some 

psychologists believe that understanding provides the basis 

for skills; while others believe that skills precede 

understanding. 

This study was designed to examine the effectiveness of 

two teaching strategies. The deductive teaching strategy 

was in the sequence of rule, excimples, practice. The 

inductive teaching strategy was in the sequence of exsunples, 

rule, practice. The research questions concerned the 

college algebra student using a graphing calculator in a 

function and analytic geometry unit of college algebra. The 



questions asked if the inductive and deductive teaching 

strategies would result in similar levels of achievement of 

facts and procedural skills while the inductive group 

acquired a significantly higher level of understanding of 

the concepts and a significantly different attitude toward 

mathematics, calculators, and instructional method. 

The hypotheses were tested at a community college in 

West Texas. Two classes with 50 subjects total 

participated. A pretest/posttest design was utilized. 

Results from the achievement posttest were analyzed with an 

analysis of covariance with the pretest as covariate. The 

attitude survey was treated qualitatively. 

Results from the study suggest no significant 

difference in procedural skill or conceptual understanding, 

but higher factual knowledge with deductive teaching 

strategy. 
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CHAPTER I 

IDENTIFICATION AND BACKGROUND 

OF THE PROBLEM 

In mathematics education as in all areas of education, 

the problem is quantity: the quantity of facts the student 

must learn, the quantity of procedures the student must 

master, and the quantity of concepts the student must 

understand. The student must acquire this quantity of 

knowledge within constraints of his or her time and 

abilities. The instructor's understanding of learning 

theory and effective teaching strategies facilitates or 

hinders the student's acquisition of knowledge; as does 

student management of his or her learning. In this study, 

the investigation of the problem focused on a particular 

element of the college algebra curriculum served by 

calculator instruction and attempted to identify an 

instructional strategy better suited to effectively yield 

factual knowledge, procedural skill, and conceptual 

understanding by the student for that element. 

If students are to learn mathematics, they must acquire 

the skills of application, synthesis, and analysis as 

differentiated in Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive objectives 

(1956) or inference as differentiated by Quellmalz (1985). 

Mathematics includes factual recall of definitions and 

application of procedural skills, as well as analysis and 
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synthesis of a problem statement and evaluation of an 

efficient technique. According to Stiggens (1989), 19% of 

the items appearing in mathematics assessment documents 

assess recall and 72% assess inference. Recognition of 

facts and rules and application of appropriate procedures 

are not recall but analysis. Relating and integrating 

information is inference. Bloom's levels of application and 

synthesis relate to these reasoning, understanding levels 

included in Quellmalz's levels of analysis and inference. 

Mathematics professionals recognize the need of students to 

think at these levels. 

Mathematics today involves far more than calculation; 
clarification of the problem, deduction of 
consequences, formulation of alternatives, and 
development of appropriate tools are as much a part of 
the modern mathematician's craft as are solving 
equations or providing answers. (Committee on the 
Mathematical Sciences in the Year 2000, 1989, p. 5) 

Accommodating the need of students to think at the 

inference level is further recommended in the project 

reports of the Committee on the Mathematical Sciences in the 

Year 2000 (MS 2000) (Committee, 1989). The charge of the 

National Research Council to MS 2000 was threefold: (1) 

assess the state of collegiate education in the mathematical 

sciences; (2) identify existing problems; and (3) recommend 

actions that can remedy the situation. The project reports 

have recommended fundamental changes in the content and 



organization of the collegiate curriculum and in the 

teaching strategies used in mathematics instruction. In 

the final of the three reports, the Committee (1991) stated 

as representational of a dysfunctional system: 

The way mathematics is taught at most colleges—by 
lectures—has changed little over the past 300 years, 
despite mounting evidence that the lecture-recitation 
method works well only for a relatively small 
proportion of students. Moreover, the syllabi of many 
undergraduate mathematics courses and the 
template-style textbooks are detached from the life 
experiences of students and are seen by many students 
as irrelevant, (p. 17) 

Lecture-recitation imparts information to students which 

aids in the learning of facts but does not necessarily 

promote understanding or incorporation of skills which are 

necessary for inferential thinking. 

As more becomes known about the skills involved in 

learning mathematics, mathematics itself is expanding and 

its areas of use are increasing. "Not since the time of 

Newton has mathematics changed as much as it has in recent 

years....Mathematics...is undergoing a fundeonental 

reorientation of procedural paradigms" (Steen, 1990, p. 7). 

The computer has contributed to the development of new 

mathematics at a rapid pace and has changed the procedures 

preferable for working in the established mathematics. 

Mathematics in its entirety can no longer be learned by an 

individual. Students must understand the nature and 

structure of mathematics if they are to acquire the 

mathematical abilities needed to work with the quantities of 



facts, procedures, and concepts. Students must develop 

interpretive and meaning-construction abilities in order to 

research and understand the mathematics they need to 

"mathematize" a problem. To "mathematize" a problem is to 

"construct links between formal algebraic expressions and 

the actual situations to which they refer" (Resnick, 1987, 

p. 14). "Mathematical power is revealed as much by the act 

of identifying and properly posing problems as by 

application of specific techniques and algorithms" 

(Committee, 1991, p. 12). If the student can generalize, 

synthesize, conclude, relate and integrate, and apply rules 

and if the student understands mathematics' structure, he or 

she can find and use the facts and procedures he or she will 

need to mathematize a problem. If the student can think at 

the inferential level the problem of the quantity of facts, 

procedures, and concepts will be lessened. 

The growth of mathematics, the changes in its 

procedures, and the expansion of its areas of application 

have increased the quantity of mathematics the student must 

learn. The mathematics community and professional 

organizations have recognized the need to change mathematics 

curriculum and instruction. John Kenelly of Clemson 

University recognized this when he noted: "All of the 

professional mathematics societies have called for a 

fundcimental change in the way we teach mathematics in the 

classroom" (It's About T.I.M.E., 1990, p. 1). Authoritative 



opinion is given in the MS 2000 statement: 

Several factors—growth of technology, increased 
applications, impact of computers, and expansion of 
mathematics itself—have combined in the past quarter 
century to extend greatly both the scope and 
application of the mathematical sciences. Together, 
these forces have created a revolution in the nature 
and role of mathematics—a revolution that must be 
reflected in the schools if our students are to be well 
prepared for tomorrow's world. (Committee, 1989, p. 4) 

If the mathematics community is to change the content, 

the emphasis, and the teaching strategies in mathematics 

education, these changes must be based on empirical 

research as well as expert opinions of professionals and 

official positions of their professional societies. 

The Research Problem 

Mathematics has expanded, mathematics techniques have 

been altered to utilize technology, and the need for 

teaching the higher skills of mathematics has increased. 

If mathematics is to be effectively taught, instructors must 

utilize well the available time. Instructors must emphasize 

mathematics' nature (i.e., conceptual and unifying 

structure), glean out inefficient or obsolete procedures, 

and utilize understandings of cognition and teaching 

strategies. One tool to aid in effective utilization of 

time is the new technology available. With the electronic 

calculator, facts and procedures can be demonstrated rapidly 

and drill can be minimized. This saving of time can be 

utilized for the teaching of concepts and for understanding. 

"Calculators enable curricula to move beyond emphasis on 



mechanics to experience with ideas" (Mathematical Sciences 

Education Board, 1990, p.18). The problem now is to 

identify particular elements of the curriculum best served 

by calculator instruction and instructional strategies 

better suited to effectively yield factual knowledge, 

procedural skill, and conceptual understanding by the 

student. 

Mathematics is a science and language of pattern and 

order. The Mathematical Sciences Education Board (1990) 

suggests: 

. . . by making clear that mathematics is the study of 
patterns rather than merely a craft for calculation (or 
an art with no evident purpose), this pragmatic view 
highlights the philosophical basis for using 
calculators in school mathematics: as microscopes are 
to biology and telescopes to astronomy, calculators and 
computers have become essential tools for the study of 
patterns, (p. 14) 

Calculators quickly perform repetitious algorithms so that 

the performance of the procedure does not divert the student 

from the observance of the patterns in the results. 

Calculators aid in the discovery of the patterns and 

relationships of mathematics and therefore are an aid to a 

better understanding of the nature of mathematics. Harvey 

(1988) summarizes the outcomes the mathematics community has 

determined as desirable: "(a) conceptual learning, (b) 

problem-solving performance, (c) insight into what 

mathematics is and how it is generated, (d) mathematical 

intuition, and (e) attitudes and motivation" (p. 42), and 

then asserts that utilizing calculators will help to 



emphasize these outcomes by decreasing attention on 

repetitive time-consuming procedures. 

In the last two decades, opinion on the use of 

calculators in the classroom ranged from viewing their use 

as an inappropriate crutch to viewing their use as a 

panacea. Research has gradually accumulated which justifies 

a middle ground (Fey, 1992). The benefit of calculator use, 

however, outweighs any potential risk. Many research 

studies performed with calculators have concentrated on 

attitude and achievement measure differences in mathematics 

between the calculator and the non-calculator groups. Three 

major summaries of calculator studies have been compiled 

(Hembree and Dessart, 1986; Roberts, 1980; Suydam, 1983). 

In almost all research studies, the achievement of 

calculator treatment groups in numerical skills and problem 

solving-ability exceeded or equaled that of the control 

groups. The findings led to author conclusions that 

students who use calculators maintain their computational 

skills and, if calculators are used, score much higher on 

achievement tests both in basic operations and in problem 

solving. Hembree and Dessart (p. 96) concluded that the 

overall better performance in problem solving appeared to be 

a result of improved computation and process selection. 

The new generation of calculator is actually a 

designated handheld computer. These calculators utilize 

menus in topic areas such as matrices, statistics. 
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programming, and graphing. These calculators have a screen 

with the capabilities of computer monitors only in smaller 

size. Therefore, the research studies (e.g., Bangert-Downs, 

Kulik, & Kulik, 1985) that have concluded that achievement 

of the group utilizing computer mathematics software is as 

good as or better than achievement of the traditional 

instruction group would be applicable to these calculators 

as well. 

The calculator studies mentioned above have not, 

however, answered the question of the specific curriculum 

elements and the teaching strategies better adapted to 

calculator instruction. "Increased use of technology in 

mathematics education is inevitable, but wise use is not 

automatic" (Mathematical, 1990, p. 18). Romberg and 

Carpenter (1986) synthesized recent research in the sciences 

of learning theory and teaching strategies and concluded 

that there are sufficient findings to call for significant 

changes in the teaching of mathematics. Teaching strategies 

focusing on investigation and discovery, on creation and 

metacognition and on underlying conceptual models are being 

propounded in opposition to traditional lecture instruction 

(Davidson, 1990; Demana and Waits, 1989; Dessart and Suydam, 

1983; Dion, 1990; Fey, 1990; Hiebert, 1986; Schmeck, 1981; 

Schoenfeld, 1987). A study of a discovery teaching 

strategy, utilizing the graphing calculator for speed in 



multiple exampling was indicated by research as worthy of 

consideration. 

Educators, therefore, should not simply approve the use 

of calculators in the instruction of mathematics, but should 

utilize the calculators' capabilities to help solve the 

problem of the quantity of mathematics to be taught within 

the limited time allotted. The problem of this study was to 

identify an effective teaching strategy utilizing the 

graphing calculator. The teaching strategy should produce 

better student factual knowledge, procedural skill and 

conceptual understanding. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether 

achievement in factual knowledge and procedural skills was 

not less when an inductive teaching strategy was used and 

whether conceptual understanding of students taught with an 

inductive teaching strategy was higher than the conceptual 

understanding of students taught with a deductive teaching 

strategy. Both teaching strategies utilized the graphing 

calculator. The difference was in the sequencing. The 

early calculator usage was designated as inductive teaching 

strategy; the late calculator usage was designated as 

deductive teaching strategy. Inductive teaching strategy is 

a laboratory style teaching strategy to promote discovery 
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learning. Deductive teaching strategy is a lecture-

recitation teaching strategy to promote reception learning. 

The curriculum element chosen was the function and 

analytic geometry unit in the college algebra course. This 

unit was chosen because of the centrality of the concept of 

function to college mathematics and the linking between 

algebra and geometry inherent in analytic geometry. This 

linking crystallizes the concept of function. 

The introduction of a calculator might affect students 

either positively or negatively. Use of a calculator might 

motivate and enhance the learning and thus cause positive 

feelings in the student. Students might be frustrated with 

the requirement of acquiring skills on the calculator. 

Students might have negative opinions of the appropriateness 

of the use of calculators in a mathematics class. Students 

have also previously acquired stereotypes of teaching 

strategies appropriate in mathematics instruction. 

Therefore, a comparison of student attitudes toward 

mathematics, calculators, and teaching strategies was made. 

Research Questions 

This study sought to answer the following questions 

concerning the college algebra student using a graphing 

calculator in a function and analytic geometry unit of 

college algebra: 

(1) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy acquire a similar level of understanding 
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of the facts and procedural skills as the student instructed 

by a deductive teaching strategy? 

(2) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy acquire a significantly higher level of 

understanding of the concepts of function and analytic 

geometry? 

(3) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy have a significantly different attitude 

toward mathematics, calculators, and instructional method 

than will the student instructed by a deductive teaching 

strategy? 

Hypotheses 

The research questions were exconined using the 

following hypotheses. 

Hi: The inductive teaching strategy student achieves 

the same level of composite factual knowledge, procedural 

skills, and conceptual understanding of function and 

analytic geometry as the deductive teaching strategy 

student. 

H2: The inductive teaching strategy student is able to 

recognize functions, domains of functions, and ranges of 

functions as well as the deductive teaching strategy 

student. 

H3: The graphing ability of the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching strategy 

treatment group is the same. 
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H4: The ability to construct and interpret forms in 

analytic geometry is the same in the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching strategy 

treatment group. 

H5: The ability to extrapolate analytic geometry rules 

and synthesize a function is the same in the inductive 

teaching strategy treatment group and in the deductive 

teaching strategy treatment group. 

H6: The inductive teaching strategy group has the same 

attitude toward mathematics, calculators, and instruction as 

the deductive teaching strategy treatment group. 

Definition of Terms 

Analytic Geometry. The branch of mathematics which 

utilizes a coordinate system to provide a one to one 

correspondence between symbolic equations and geometric 

figures (i.e., recognition of the simultaneous reference of 

a number pair as a solution to an equation and the 

coordinates of a point on a graph). 

Conceptual understanding. Having a knowledge of a 

subject which permits intuitive use; "a connected web of 

knowledge, a network in which the linking relationships are 

as prominent as the discrete pieces of information" 

(Hiebert, 1986, p. 3) (e.g., recognizing that if (x - a)"2 

+ (y - b)^2 = c''2 represents a locus of points of 

a certain pattern called a circle and ( x - h ) ^ 2 + k = y 

represents a locus of points of a certain pattern called a 
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parabola, then (x"2 + y"2 + a"2)"2 - 4a"2 * x"2 = B"4 also 

represents a locus of points of a particular pattern). 

Deductive reasoning. Applying a generalization to a 

particular instance; "logical thought process that attempts 

to reach conclusions by reasoning from general rules, 

principles, laws or conditions to specific instances or 

cases" (Houston, 1990, p. 65) (e.g., if (x - a)"2 + (y -

b)^2 = c^2 represents a circle with center (a,b) and radius 

c; then (x + 2)"2 + (y - 3)"2 = 25 is a circle with center 

(-2,3) and radius 5). 

Deductive teaching strategy. Beginning with the rule 

stated by the authority of textbook and instructor, teacher 

exampling, followed by guided practice and independent 

practice; reception-learning, ordinarily traditional 

lecture instruction. 

Factual knowledge. Having the ability to recognize and 

name (e.g., in the function {(1,2), (5,6), (7,8)} naming the 

1, 2, and 3 the domain elements and the 2, 6, and 8 the 

range elements). 

Inductive reasoning. Generalizing from a set of 

examples; "logical thought process that attempts to reach 

conclusions by reasoning from specific instances or cases to 

general rules, principles, laws or conditions" (Houston, 

1990, p. 124) (e.g., after graphing y = (x + 1), y = (x + 

1)^2, y = (X + 1)^3, a student concludes that the "a" in y = 

(X + a)''n determines the x-intercept) . 
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Inductive teaching strategy. Beginning with the 

examples, allowing the student to surmise a rule, validating 

the rule and reinforcing the rule with guided and 

independent practice; focus on discovery-learning, 

experimental or laboratory instruction. 

Procedural skill. Having algorithmic, sequential step, 

knowledge which allows the application of rules to a complex 

procedure (e.g., completing the square). 

Contribution of the Study 

This study serves as a contribution to research for 

verification of an effective teaching strategy utilizing the 

capabilities of the graphing calculator. The research 

contributes to the assessment of the validity of such 

curriculum mandates as 

the assumption of universal availability of 
calculators in schools brings a new order of priority 
and emphasis among traditional topics, leads to the 
inclusion of new mathematical content and methods, and 
alters conventional approaches to teaching. (Hirsch, 
1989, p. 116) 

The study determined if factual knowledge and procedural 

skill in function and analytic geometry could be acquired 

while also acquiring greater conceptual understanding if 

inductive teaching strategy was used instead of deductive 

teaching strategy within the samei time limitation. 
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Limitations of the Study 

Because the subjects of the study were limited to 

undergraduate students in a community college in West Texas, 

the generalizability of the study cannot be justified to 

other populations. The selection of the subjects into the 

treatment groups was done by the normal registration process 

and thus the study was quasi-experimental (Cook & Campbell, 

1979). 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the 

advisability of teaching the function and analytic geometry 

unit of a college algebra course with an inductive teaching 

strategy utilizing the graphing calculator's capabilities of 

speed and visualization. The results will aid in the 

determination of an optimal teaching strategy for the 

function and analytic geometry unit in the college algebra 

course. Thus, the study served to provide empirical 

evidence of one possible partial solution to the problem of 

the limited time available to teach the quantity of facts, 

procedures, and concepts of mathematics. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Predating the computer by centuries have been the art 

and language of mathematics and man's attempts to master its 

facts, skills and concepts. This mastery has depended not 

only on the sufficiency of the mathematics, but also on the 

teaching strategies of the instructor and the learning 

skills of the student. Thoroughly knowing the subject to be 

taught is not sufficient for teaching it well. Teaching 

implies more than stating knowledge—it implies learning. 

Learning is an act of the student. To develop an effective 

strategy for teaching mathematics, therefore, begins with an 

understanding of learning. 

Learning Theory 

As learning theory became a field of study when the 

behavioral sciences advanced in the 1900s, professionals 

began to discover and define the processes of learning and 

the differentiations involved. Early learning theory was 

characterized by behavioral psychology. Pavlov's discovery 

of conditioned response resulted in attempts by such 

psychologists as Thorndike to formulate a theory of 

learning. His experiments focused on the basic connections 

of which, he thought, all knowledge consisted (Resnick & 

Ford, 1981). Thorndike's connectionist learning theory 

16 
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relied on links between data, such as memorizing the 

multiplication tables, which he termed bonds. The 

behavioral psychologist. Skinner, based his programmed 

learning (operant conditioning) on a stimulus-response-

reinforcement paradigm (Hill, 1985). These psychologists 

studied the actions (stimulus and response), but not the 

organization of thought during response. Gagne's (1962) 

work began with behavioral psychology, but advanced into a 

theory of knowledge structuring or hierarchical 

organization. He did not go so far as to explain why this 

happened. It was the cognitive psychologists who began to 

study thinking. 

Cognitive psychologists were interested in the 

structures and interactions of knowledge. As early as 1916, 

John Dewey had propounded a view of learning that would 

later be empirically expanded by Piaget and the Gestalt 

psychologists. Dewey (1916) stated: "in the degree in which 

what is communicated cannot be organized into the existing 

experience of the learner, it becomes mere words: that is, 

pure sense-stimuli, lacking in meaning" (p. 221). Thus 

Dewey foreshadowed the cognitive psychologist's concept of 

knowledge as more than quantities of facts without 

understanding. Piaget studied the thinking of children and 

their structures of understanding; and laid a foundation for 

studies of reasoning. The Gestalt psychologists, such as 

Werteimer, believed in a gestalt, a moment of insight which 
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creates a synergism which is more than the sum of the 

knowledge acquired. Brownell, who opposed the emphasis on 

learning skills, emphasized meaningfulness as a goal of 

instruction, not just automated responses (Resnick & Ford, 

1981) . 

Katona (1940, 1967) and Gagne and Brown (1961) 

performed research to compare Gestalt principles and 

stimulus-response theory. Katona pretested to be sure 

subjects were not already competent in the tasks to be 

taught. Katona then divided the groups into rote 

memorization instruction and instruction stressing 

underlying principles. Some groups were given explicit 

instruction of the principles. Other groups had to detect 

the principles themselves. One example consisted of 

memorizing a sequence of numbers. The rote group was given 

no hint of a pattern. The principles groups were shown the 

pattern or guided to discover the pattern. All groups could 

perform the tasks. It was retention and transfer which 

showed a significant difference. The retention was better 

in both principles groups, and transfer was better in the 

group which had to discover the principle themselves. 

The study by Gagne and Brown compared a "rule-and-

excimple" group, which were shown formulas and then led 

through exaunples, with discovery and guided discovery 

groups. In a subsequent novel task, the guided discovery 
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group was most successful, followed by the discovery group 

and then the "rule-and-exeimple" group. 

The cognitive psychologists did not, however, resolve 

all issues. Bruner's arguments for understanding, which 

emphasized how experience was coded and processed, were 

opposed by Gagne who emphasized skill learning. Gagne's 

views on cognitive development were very similar to Piaget's 

stages of development, but without the connecting concept of 

schemata. 

Is learning an accumulation and arrangement of facts 

and skills or is it more? Is there a conceptual 

understanding, an intuition, that configures the facts in 

some synergistic way causing the whole to be more than the 

sum of the parts? The basic problem is the lack of an 

accepted general theory of learning, thus we have these 

"bits and pieces" which only explain learning in specified 

situations. No consensus has been reached which 

comprehensively explains the disparate findings of 

the researchers in the field. 

Cognitive learning psychologists have as one of their 

fundamental assumptions that: 

Learners do not simply add new knowledge. Instead, 
they must connect the new informations to already 
established knowledge structures and construct new 
relationships among those structures....It means that 
mathematical knowledge—both the procedural knowledge 
of how to carry out mathematical manipulations and the 
conceptual knowledge of mathematical concepts and 
relationships is always at least partly "invented" by 
each individual learner. (Resnick & Ford, 1981, p. 249) 
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Constructivism is the theory that asserts that students 

actively and personally construct their own knowledge rather 

than merely copy knowledge handed to them. 

Resnick and Ford (1981) and Hiebert (1986) now see the 

convergence of these previously confrontational and 

"separate paradigms of psychology research: Gestalt 

psychology, with an emphasis on concept learning and 

development; and behavioral psychology, with its emphasis on 

skilled performance" (Hiebert, 1986, p. 23). Psychologists 

are now beginning to focus on the relationships and the 

interaction between skill and understanding (Resnick & Ford, 

1981, p. 246). 

In the late 1950s, conceptual approaches to learning 

mathematics replaced computational approaches. Bruner, who 

was associated with this reform movement, asserted that 

conceptual understanding can be built by successive concrete 

to pictorial to symbolic representations. Resnick and Ford 

(1981) assert that the question of sequence of instruction 

is simply not resolved: 

It is entirely possible that structure-oriented 
approaches ... have emphasized concepts at the expense 
of computational practice. If we admit the possibility 
that computational practice, accompanied or followed by 
presentations of structural principles, may even serve 
an essential role in the development of understanding, 
then perhaps the careful development of concepts before 
introducing procedures and algorithms may actually be 
counterproductive. These are issues that demand 
clarification through research, (p. 125) 

At present, both fact and skill learning and conceptual 

understanding are part of learning theory; but a psychology 
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of learning which explains their interaction has not yet 

been accepted. Over the years, researchers have tried to 

demonstrate the superiority of one over the other. "Some 

psychologists, like Thorndike, believed that computational 

skill preceded understanding; others, such as Bruner and the 

gestalt psychologists, believed that understanding provided 

the basis for developing computational skill" (Resnick & 

Ford, 1981, p. 246). To learn mathematics requires the 

learning of factual knowledge, procedural skill and 

conceptual understanding. With the expansion of facts and 

skills in mathematics, the limited instructional time 

requires an emphasis on higher-order skills and conceptual 

understanding so that a student acquires the ability to 

analyze and synthesize or research the mathematics needed to 

"mathematize" the problem. An experimental study to resolve 

the Thorndike/Bruner dichotomy would be efficacious for 

developing teaching strategies for instruction in 

mathematics. 

Past experience suggests that joint efforts by 

mathematics educators and psychologists are especially 

productive in providing insights into children's learning of 

mathematics (Hiebert, 1984). The connection between 

theories of instruction and theories of learning, however, 

has not been formulated as easily as would be expected 

(Schrag, 1981). Romberg and Carpenter (1986) stated that 

more research was needed: 
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There have been attempts to draw instructional 
implications from recent research in cognitive science 
(Glaser, 1978; Klahr, 1976; Resnick, 1981, 1983; 
Resnick & Ford, 1981) but most of the implications are 
still in the potential stage, and much of the research 
directly addressing questions of instruction has 
remained untouched by the revolution in cognitive 
science, (p. 851) 

A study of learning sequences to determine the better 

sequencing of procedural skill and concept understanding 

would contribute to answering the need in this area. 

Reception learning attempts to place understanding before 

skill, while discovery learning places skills before 

understanding. Learning sequences are guided by teaching 

strategies. Devising a teaching strategy to facilitate the 

learning sequence requires a look at current knowledge on 

teaching strategies. 

Teaching Strategies 

Learning theory is descriptive and teaching theories 

are prescriptive. "Learning theories describe how children 

learn or think; while teaching theories attempt to draw 

conclusions about how instruction should be carried out" 

(Romberg & Carpenter, 1986, p. 852). 

Mathematical instruction theories and practices have 

mirrored somewhat the psychologists' theories in differing 

in their focus on procedural and conceptual learning. The 

use of drill and practice teaching strategies is a result 

of studies in behavioral psychology. The "new math" that 

emphasized structural understanding was based on work in 
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cognitive psychology such as Gagne's work on hierarchical 

organization. Other teaching assumptions have been based on 

psychologies of learning. Examples include: readiness or 

mathematical maturity staging of instruction—based on 

Piaget's stage theories and mixed drill—based on a 

spiral theory of learning such as proposed by Bruner. 

Teaching strategies are, however, slow and sporadic in 

adapting to learning theory. 

Romberg and Carpenter (1986) "suggest some 

generalizations about the kind of instructional issues that 

may be productively addressed by the current approaches to 

research on children's learning and problem solving in 

mathematics" (p. 858). Three generalizations suggested 

are: 

(a) the perspective taken by current cognitive 
approaches assumes that children are not passive 
learners who simply absorb knowledge, (p. 858) 
(b) Current research is beginning to provide some 
perspective on the intricate relationship between 
understanding and skill development. Research on 
teaching that is inconsistent with this general 
perspective on the nature of learning is in danger of 
providing a distorted perspective of the effects of 
instruction, (p. 859) 
(c) Understanding involves fitting information into 
the learner's existing cognitive framework, (p. 859) 

These generalizations suggest a teaching strategy aimed 

toward the students own knowledge structure and suggest more 

research on teaching strategies as 

We currently know a great deal more about how children 
learn mathematics than we know about how to apply this 
knowledge to mathematics instruction. Research is 
clearly needed to explore how knowledge of children's 
learning of mathematics can be applied to the design of 
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instruction. The learning research provides a 
starting point for designing instruction. (Romberg & 
Carpenter, 1986, p. 859) 

Several studies have been conducted on how learning 

occurs (Kaput, 1989; Schmeck, 1981; Schoenfeld, 1987) and 

how to design teaching strategies to facilitate the 

learner's acquisition of knowledge, understanding of 

processes, formation of schemata, ability to synthesize and 

analyze (e.g., Bellack, 1978; Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Gage, 

1977; Medley, 1977; Ornstein & Levine, 1981; Waxman & 

Walberg, 1982). 

Kaput (1989) developed a theoretical model of 

representation systems in the teaching of mathematics which 

stressed linking conceptual and notational systems. Kaput 

suggested a progression from concrete to symbolic to 

conceptual knowledge. Schoenfeld (1988) suggested that the 

roles of the student and teacher have changed. Schoenfeld 

also stated that explicit teaching of cognitive and 

metacognitive strategies could enhance students' learning. 

Schmeck (1981) emphasized the faster learning and better 

memory of students who engaged in deep elaborative 

processing which emphasizes meaning and connections. The 

result of these suggestions leads to an hypothesis that 

discovery learning by the student as he or she 

conceptualizes in his or her own reference field with 

progression from the concrete and symbolic to the conceptual 

would result in better student knowledge. 
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Based on research, proposals have been made to change 

from teacher presented materials to more indirect styles of 

teaching such as laboratory strategies which promote 

discovery learning (Dessart & Suydam, 1983, Greer & Mulhern, 

1989, Grouws, Cooney & Jones, 1988; Peterson, 1988, Peterson 

and Carpenter, 1989). 

Several studies of laboratory teaching strategies in 

mathematics have indicated significant effects on 

achievement by the experimental strategy. A few have shown 

no significance. 

Cummins (1977) found no significant difference in 

achievement or retention when he studied tenth graders in 

plane geometry. One treatment consisted of concrete 

excimples, followed by symbolic representations. The other 

treatment presented ideas symbolically before concrete 

exconples. 

Corwin (1978) used 18 laboratory activities to teach a 

fifteen week unit in geometry. Eight teachers taught one 

each of the experimental and control classes. The control 

class was taught with a lecture-discussion format. Students 

in the control classes (185 students) and in the 

experimental classes (169 students) were pretested and 

posttested using standardized tests. No significant 

differences in achievement were found, although students and 

teachers both believed that the experiments resulted in 

better understanding of geometric concepts. 
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Whipple (1972) found significant difference in 

achievement test results between an experimental group using 

laboratory manipulative units and a control group using 

standard instructional units. The fourteen-day study 

included four classes with a total of 93 students. 

Normandia (1982) tested an experimental group 

instructed by laboratory activity instruction and a control 

group with teacher-centered instruction. The sample of 141 

eighth graders came from seven classes taught by two 

teachers. The topic was transformational geometry. The 

experimental group performed significantly better than the 

control group. 

Discovery learning allows the student to be an active 

learner who fits information into his or her existing 

cognitive fraimework. Discovery learning allows the 

adjustments and accommodations necessary for learning to be 

internalized. "The picture of how students learn based on 

recent research is quite different from that assumed in 

traditional classrooms....learners construct knowledge, they 

do not simply absorb what they are told" (Romberg & 

Carpenter, 1986, p. 859). "Research on teaching for 

higher-order thinking lends support to the notion that 

instruction needs to change from the traditional mode where 

the teacher presents material to a less structured, more 

indirect style of teaching" (Mathematical Sciences Education 

Board, 1990, p. 28). 
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An experimental, laboratory instruction strategy might 

be assumed, therefore, to accommodate the need for the 

student to construct knowledge and fit it into his or her 

existing framework of knowledge by accommodation and 

assimilation. Discovery learning results from experimental, 

laboratory teaching strategy. The student is presented with 

several examples which he or she must observe or perform. 

The student then must surmise his or her own rule in his or 

her own words and test the rule. Only after synthesis by 

the student of his or her experimental observations does the 

instructor present the rule in its standard notation and 

form. Discovery learning places the skill before the 

understanding as in the psychological paradigm. A study to 

investigate whether an experimental teaching strategy to 

accommodate discovery learning is better than traditional 

lecture instruction with reception learning would also give 

insight into the relationship of understanding and skill 

development. 

One reason for the prevalence of lecture instruction 

has been the time factor. Discovery learning takes time as 

the student experiments with examples whose principle he 

does not yet understand. With the mass of mathematical 

facts, procedural skills and concepts to be learned, 

teaching strategies must be both effective and efficient. 

One possible solution to be explored lies in the use of 

technology, especially calculators. 
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Research on Calculator Effect 

Calculators and computers are media. As will be shown 

in this section, the calculator, a device solely constituted 

by symbol systems and processing capabilities, has been 

shown to be an advisable medium for math instruction. While 

Clark (1983) contends that media does not influence learning 

under any condition, Kozma (1991) contends that students 

"will be able to take advantage of a particular medium's 

characteristics to help construct knowledge" (p. 205). 

Kozma proposed a theoretical framework in response to 

Clark's contention. Kozma's theory was that "the learner 

actively collaborated with the medium to construct 

knowledge" (p. 179). Kozma explains the process as: 

In this theoretical framework, learning is viewed as an 
active, constructive process whereby the learner 
strategically manages the available cognitive resources 
to create new knowledge by extracting information from 
the environment and integrating it with information 
already stored in memory, (pp. 179,180) 

Kozma's salient point of constructive processes is 

reinforced in Hembree's (1986) comment that "materials and 

methods can be developed for enhancing student achievement 

through instruction oriented toward the calculator" (p. 97). 

Much emphasis has been given in the literature about 

the potential of graphing calculators to assist in quality 

mathematics education. "Calculators and computers compel 

reexcimination of priorities for mathematics education" 

(Committee, 1989, p. 61). "Calculators should be used to 

solve problems that require tedious calculations...teachers 
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must...focus instead on the other mathematical topics and 

perspectives that are proposed" (Commission, 1989, pp. 45, 

46). "Modeling mathematical ideas through the use of 

representations (concrete, visual, graphical, symbolic) is 

central to the teaching of mathematics" (Commission, 1989, 

p. 151). "Students will be able to investigate and explore 

mathematical concepts with keystrokes" (Barrett, 1990, p. 

205). "The computational capabilities of machines—both 

existing and envisioned—suggest some exciting curricular 

possibilities" (Fey, 1990, p. 63). 

Effective uses of calculators...help us achieve these 
outcomes by correctly focusing student attention on 
higher-order learning instead of low-level skills and 
techniques, and by reducing or removing instruction on 
skills and techniques and replacing it with instruction 
for those things we seek - concepts, solved problems, 
insights, intuition, and enthusiasm for mathematics." 
(Harvey, 1988, p. 42) 

The calculator has the potential for removing the 

impediment of the increased time factor necessary for a 

laboratory-style teaching strategy. Calculators provide 

fast computations and algorithmic processing. Skills are 

still needed, however, and for the medium to be acceptable 

research must show that calculator use does not diminish 

the student's acquisition of skills. 

Related to the effect of calculators on the achievement 

and attitudes of mathematics students, two major analysis of 

research studies have been found in the literature. Roberts 

(1980) summary of 34 empirical studies demonstrated support 

for computational benefits but minimal support for 
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conceptual benefit. Dessart and Hembree's (1986) analysis 

of 79 research reports demonstrated support for calculator 

use in instruction and in testing indicating enhanced 

learning, performance of arithmetical concepts and skills 

and problem solving. 

In the 34 studies, Roberts (1980) found a dominant 

research design of pretest-posttest with analysis of 

variance. In a typical study, an experimental group was 

allowed to use calculators during their instruction, 

whereas students in the control group were not. 

Dessart and Hembree (1986) found that in all 79 studies 

students had been separated into a calculator treatment 

group and a group which received instruction on the same 

mathematical topic but with no in-class access to 

calculators. Skills were analyzed under the major 

dimensions of acquisition, retention, and transfer. 

Categories were used to separate the analyzed skills into 

basic operational skills in computation, concept, composite 

computation and concept, and problem-solving skills. 

Six dimensions of student attitude toward mathematics, 

self-concept in mathematics, and motivation were analyzed. 

Within categories, studies were clustered according to 

school grade and student ability levels. To synthesize the 

findings, results were transformed to a common numerical 

base called effect size. In all, 524 effects were 

measured. The effect size averages were tested for 
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statistical significance of differences. They concluded 

that basic skills are improved both when calculators are 

used for testing and when they are not. Problem-solving 

achievement was improved particularly in high-ability 

students. No effects of conceptual knowledge were shown. 

The sole negative effect size regarded computation in grade 

four. Attitude effects were also significant in attitude 

toward mathematics and in self-concept in mathematics. The 

students using the calculators had the better attitudes. 

Subsequent to Dessart and Hembree's (1986) original meta

analysis, they have found nine additional studies which they 

have incorporated into their findings and have found that 

"in every instance, new data either supported or enhanced 

the previous findings" (Hembree & Dessart, 1992, p. 26) . 

Summaries of several recent studies (Estes, 1990; 

Vasquez, 1990; Boyd and Carson, 1991; Hart, 1992) not 

included in the meta-analysis of Hembree & Dessart (1992) 

follow. 

Estes (1990) examined the effect of graphing calculator 

and computer technologies in applied calculus. Anecdotal 

notes and surveys were used to assess impact on instructors 

and students. A pretest-posttest design was used to examine 

procedural and conceptual achievement. The experimental 

group used both calculator and computer technology for class 

lecture and assignments. The control group lecture was 

traditional. Throughout the semester, students were given 
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conceptual questions on each unit test, and at the end of 

the semester, students were given an exit exam including 

both conceptual and procedural questions. A significant 

difference was found in conceptual achievement favoring the 

experimental group. No significant difference was found in 

procedural achievement. 

Vazquez (1991) examined 57 eighth grade pre-algebra 

students for effect of the graphing calculator on 

acquisition of skill in graphing linear functions. A 

pretest-posttest design was used. No significant difference 

was found on achievement. Students were more efficient in 

doing assignments when utilizing the calculator and 

exhibited significant gains in spatial visualization skills 

and attitude toward calculators in the treatment group. 

Boyd and Carson (1991) tested two college pre-algebra 

courses. One course (38 students) was team taught by the 

authors using calculators. The control section (28 

students) was not given any instruction in calculator use 

and was not allowed to use a calculator on any test. The 

same materials and homework assignments were used in both 

classes. The unit exeims were identical in both sections. 

There was a pedagogical difference in the sections. The 

experimental class used laboratory-style small group 

discussion and peer teaching. Data were collected on 

standardized tests and on six exams. Although the 

experimental group had higher or equal means on all exams. 
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no significant difference existed on any of the exams. Boyd 

and Carson expressed their conclusion that the calculator 

group benefited because they did as well as the other group, 

while learning an additional tool within the same time 

frame. Attitudes toward calculators and instruction were 

better in the calculator group and indeed 91% of the control 

group protested denial of in-class calculator use. 

Hart (1992) investigated conceptual understanding of 

differential and integral calculus of students in 12 

institutions (n = 324). The students were taught with an 

experimental curriculum emphasizing multiple representations 

with the aid of supercalculators. Audio-taped task-based 

interviews were conducted with 33 experimental students and 

31 traditional students. Results indicated that 

experimental students exhibited better ties conong 

representations. It was also found that grades do not 

appear to be a good predictor of the quality of connections 

among the representations. 

Empirical studies on college algebra have also shown 

positive conceptual results (Burns, 198-; Davidson, 1990, 

Rich, 1990). The Texas Instrument graphing calculator 

(TI81) has been available since July, 1990, and the research 

to date has not indicated positive results in achievement 

although little is available on this new technology (Demana 

& Waits, 1990; Giamatti, 1991). 
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Demana and Waits have produced many essays extolling 

the benefits of the graphing calculators in college 

mathematics (e.g., Demana & Waits, 1989), but no statistical 

studies have been released. Their presentations have been 

of an anecdotal nature. 

Giconatti tested high school pre-calculus students. Two 

teachers taught one each of two experimental and two control 

classes. The majority of the students (85%) were of 

African-American heritage. The experimental group consisted 

of 52 students and the control group consisted of 60 

students. The study lasted 22 days. The classes were 

pre-tested on earlier exposure to the topic of graphing and 

were posttested with two forms of the posttest. The content 

and worksheets were the same in both treatments. The 

experimental group used graphing calculators in class with 

teacher instruction and worked in pairs. The control group 

had no access to graphing calculators. It was not clear 

whether calculators were allowed on posttests. Significant 

differences were found favoring the control group in 

sketching graphs and in identifying shifts, stretches, and 

shrinks. No significant difference was found in conceptual 

understanding. 

The current generation of calculators are designated 

handheld computers and as such the research studies on 

computer effects of mathematics software are also 

applicable. These studies have shown mixed results. The 
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studies of Cohen (1985) and of Farrell (1989) showed that 

achievement is increased or equalled in the computer 

treatment groups. Frederick (1989) found no significant 

difference when graphing software was used in studying 

functions, relations,and graphs. 

Payton (1988) investigated the use of graphing software 

in college level remediation courses. Both the experimental 

and the control group were taught by lecture/discussion. 

The experimental group used mathematics software to complete 

assignments, whereas the control group used paper and pencil 

only. An analysis of covariance was used to compare 

achievement. Results indicated significant difference in 

favor of the experimental group in the areas of graphs, 

functions, and relations. 

Cunningham (1992) utilized a pretest-posttest design to 

study 53 college freshmen enrolled in two calculus classes. 

Both the control class and the experimental class had 

classroom demonstrations on the computer. Only the 

experimental group used the computer software to perform 

their assignments. Each group was divided into two groups 

for testing. One group in each of the control and 

experimental classes used the computer on the posttest. 

Significantly higher means were found on manipulative skills 

in both groups with access to software during testing. On 

the conceptual section, the treatment group without 
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computers on the posttest achieved a significantly higher 

mean score. 

Rizzuti (1992) examined the conceptions of functions 

when high-school students used computer software to 

coordinate tabular, graphical, and algebraic representations 

of mathematical functions in a pre-calculus class. The 

study used interviews and observations. Rizzuti concluded 

that multiple representations of functions develop more 

comprehensive conceptions of functions. 

It has been demonstrated that skills are not diminished 

when calculators are utilized in instruction of skills and 

procedures of arithmetic. Results with graphing calculators 

have not yet been of sufficient quantity because of the 

recency of the introduction of this technology. Initial 

results are mixed. Romberg and Clark (1986) concluded their 

major analysis of research on teaching and learning 

mathematics with an optimistic view toward advances in 

mathematics instruction built on a solid research base and 

made a charge to mathematics educators to focus on the 

future as "the dramatic advances in technology will almost 

surely force change both in what mathematics is taught and 

in how it is taught" (p. 869). An experimental laboratory 

teaching strategy to accommodate discovery learning 

utilizing the graphing calculator, then, holds the potential 

to increase conceptual understanding while not diminishing 

procedural skill. 
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The question is now: Where in the mathematics 

curriculum should the study of an inductive teaching 

strategy begin? 

Mathematics Curriculum 

"Mathematics is a science of pattern and order" 

(Committee, 1989, p. 31). Mathematics may also be well 

defined as a language of pattern; as mathematics has 

parallels to the noun, verb, phrase, sentence, paragraph, 

essay structure of a language in its element, operation, 

expression, equation and problem solving structure. 

Mathematics is also similar to a language in its abstract 

symbol processing nature. Mathematics is, to many, a body 

of knowledge and, to others, a way of thinking. Mathematics 

as a body of knowledge is definitely not isolated bits of 

knowledge but a system. Mathematics includes computational 

skills, procedural skills, problem solving skills and 

reasoning skills or conceptual understanding. Computational 

skills refer to operations such as addition. Procedural 

skills refer to multi-step processes invoking rules, such as 

long division. 

Procedural knowledge, as we define it here, is made up 
of two distinct parts. One part is composed of the 
formal language, or symbol representation system, of 
mathematics. The other part consists of the 
algorithms, or rules, for completing mathematical 
tasks. (Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986, p. 6) 

Conceptual skills refer to higher-order thinking skills 

which include inferential skills such as analyzing. 
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synthesizing and evaluating. 

Conceptual knowledge is characterized most clearly as 
knowledge that is rich in relationships. It can be 
thought of as a connected web of knowledge, a network 
in which the linking relationships are as prominent as 
the discrete pieces of information....This linking 
process can occur between two pieces of information 
that already have been stored in memory or between an 
existing piece of knowledge and one that is newly 
learned. (Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986, pp. 3, 4) 

Within the theories of learning, classification skills 

are attempted. Benjamin Bloom's taxonomy of thinking skills 

made educators aware of the distinctions in learning facts, 

in making applications, or in analyzing. Quellmalz (1985) 

outlined the five types of thinking as: recall, analysis, 

comparison, inference, and evaluation. Stiggens (1989) 

mentions the "overwhelming predominance of inference items 

in math" (p. 238) and goes on to define inference: 

Both deductive and inductive reasoning fall into this 
category. In deductive tasks, students are given 
generalization and are required to recognize or 
explain the evidence that relates to it. Applications 
of rules and "if then" relationships require 
inference. In inductive tasks, students are given the 
evidence or details and are required to come up with 
the generalization. Hypothesizing, predicting, 
concluding, and synthesizing all require students to 
relate and integrate information, (p. 239) 

"The major objective of elementary school mathematics 

should be to develop number sense" (Committee, 1989, p. 46). 

"The major objective of secondary school mathematics is to 

develop symbol sense" (p. 49). "If it does nothing else, 

undergraduate mathematics should help students develop 
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function sense—a familiarity with expressing relations 

eunong variables" (p. 51). 

Function sense as an objective of college mathematics 

includes numerical, graphic, and symbolic representations. 

These representations are functions of graphing calculators 

and utilization of the calculator's capabilities then allows 

time for conceptual understanding of the relationships. 

It can be concluded that inferential thinking on the 

concept of function is a necessary undergraduate mathematics 

topic. Functions and their graphical representations 

constitute a fundcunental unit in college algebra which 

justify study to see if an experimental laboratory teaching 

strategy to accommodate discovery learning, utilizing the 

time saving aspects of the graphing calculator, would result 

in improved conceptual understanding. 

Intent of Change 

Each of the major mathematics associations has come out 

in support of the unlimited use of calculators in learning 

mathematics. If the calculator is to reach its potential as 

a learning tool and not find its way to a "dusty closet" as 

have many learning tools of the past, then we must analyze 

its effectiveness in the particular areas of the mathematics 

curriculum and the strategies of teaching which enhance 

learning. The intent of the use of graphing calculators in 

the mathematics classroom is not to teach the technology but 

to improve the teaching of mathematics. 
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The intent of this reseacher is to design a teaching 

strategy based on learning research. This strategy will 

attempt to teach facts and procedural skills while enhancing 

conceptual understanding. The strategy will be based on 

discovery learning and inductive reasoning and will utilize 

the graphing calculator. The graphing calculator will 

facilitate the constructing and viewing of many examples 

necessary for student discovery of the generalizations and 

relationships of concepts. The topic chosen was the 

function and analytic geometry unit in college algebra. 

It should be further noted that the latest research on 

calculators in the classroom states that "there have been no 

empirical studies on how to integrate the calculator 

directly into the learning process" (Hembree & Dessart, 

1992, p. 30). 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether 

achievement in factual knowledge and procedural skills would 

not be less when an inductive teaching strategy was used and 

whether conceptual understanding of students taught with an 

inductive teaching strategy would be higher than that of 

students taught with a deductive teaching strategy. Both 

teaching strategies utilized the graphing calculator. The 

difference was in the sequencing. The strategy which used 

the calculator early in the sequence was designated as 

inductive teaching strategy; the strategy which used the 

calculator late in the sequence was designated as deductive 

teaching strategy. Examples precede concepts in inductive 

teaching; however, concepts precede examples in deductive 

teaching. 

The curriculum element chosen was the function and 

analytic geometry unit in a college algebra course. This 

unit was chosen because of the centrality of the concept of 

function to college mathematics and the linking between 

algebra and geometry inherent in analytic geometry. This 

linking crystallizes the concept of function. Additionally, 

a comparison of student attitudes toward mathematics, 

calculators, and teaching strategies was made. 

41 
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Research Questions 

This study sought to answer the following questions 

concerning the college algebra student using a graphing 

calculator in a function and analytic geometry unit of 

college algebra. 

(1) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy acquire a similar level of understanding 

of the facts and procedural skills as the student instructed 

by a deductive teaching strategy? 

(2) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy acquire a significantly higher level of 

understanding of the concepts of function and analytic 

geometry? 

(3) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy have a significantly different attitude 

toward mathematics, calculators, and instructional method 

than will the student instructed by a deductive teaching 

strategy? 

Hypotheses 

HI. The inductive teaching strategy student achieves 

the same level of composite factual knowledge, procedural 

skills, and conceptual understanding of function and 

analytic geometry as the deductive teaching strategy 

student. 

H2. The inductive teaching strategy student is able 

to recognize functions, domains of functions, and ranges of 
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functions as well as the deductive teaching strategy 

student. 

H3. The graphing ability of the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching strategy 

treatment group is the same. 

H4. The ability to construct and interpret forms in 

analytic geometry is the same in the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching strategy 

treatment group. 

H5. The ability to extrapolate analytic geometry 

rules and synthesize a function is the same in the inductive 

teaching strategy treatment group and in the deductive 

teaching strategy treatment group. 

H6. The inductive teaching strategy group has the 

Scone attitude toward mathematics, calculators, and 

instruction as the deductive teaching strategy treatment 

group. 

Variables 

The independent variable for this study was the 

teaching strategy. The inductive teaching strategy was a 

sequence of instruction: examples, concept, practice. The 

deductive teaching strategy was a sequence of instruction: 

concept, examples, practice. A diagnostic pretest was used 

as a covariate for equating groups (Appendix A). 
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The dependent variables for achievement were the 

measures of facts, skills, and concepts acquisition 

determined by the posttest (Appendix B). For HI, all items 

of the posttest were used. For H2, posttest items 1-4 and 

10 were used. For H3, posttest items 11-15 were used. For 

H4, posttest items 11, 14, 16, and 17 were used. For H5, 

posttest items 10 and 18-20 were used. For the qualitative 

discussion, the responses on the attitude survey were used. 

Subjects 

Subjects were intact groups of students in two classes 

of college algebra at a community college in West Texas. 

The students enrolled during the regular registration 

process. Placement during registration was controlled by the 

counselors. Counselors utilized high school transcripts, 

college transcripts, and an assessment instrument (ASSET). 

In addition, counselors were bound by a state law which 

required a student who had acquired fifteen hours college-

level credit to have taken the achievement test portion of 

the Texas Academic Skills Program (TASP). If the student 

had taken and not passed the mathematics section of the 

test, the student must have been placed in mathematics 

remediation and could not have enrolled in college level 

mathematics courses. College algebra is a college-level 

course; therefore, students in the classes had to have been 

qualified to have been registered in them. 
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The class times were chosen for the similarity of 

student demographics. Both classes met Monday, Wednesday, 

and Friday for 50 minutes each day. The meeting times were 

9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. The 9:00 a.m. was chosen as the 

inductive teaching strategy treatment group by a coin toss. 

The 11:00 a.m. was the deductive teaching strategy control 

group by default. The 9:00 a.m. time allowed representation 

of the students who were involved in transporting children 

to other activities. The choosing of times before noon 

allowed better representation of students with part-time 

work. To further demonstrate comparability of groups, 

demographic data were obtained in two cluster groupings: 

that of socio-economic status (ethnicity, gender, work 

status) and aptitude (previous math classes and GPA). These 

data were obtained through a student questionnaire, 

instructor observation, and registrar databases and are 

summarized in Tables 1 and 2. As shown in Table 2, a 

possibility of differences in mathematics aptitude is 

suggested by the differences in quantities of mathematics 

dependent (e.g., science) and non-mathematics dependent 

(e.g., art) majors of students in the two classes. 

Therefore, a covariate was used to further equate groups. 

The sample size of 50 subjects, 25 per treatment was 

shown to be of sufficient size by a sample size test 

(Tuckman, 1978) based on total number of college algebra 

students in the college and total number of mathematics 
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students in the college. The test showed the sample size to 

have an acceptable confidence level of .90 with no more 

than + .10 sampling error. The uncontrolled sources of 

variability were comparable in the two experimental groups. 

F(max) = SS(largest)/SS(smallest) = 161.552/127.058 = 1.272 

< F(0.95)(21,18) = 2.18. Since the observed F(max) 

statistic did not exceed the critical value, the hypothesis 

of homogeneity of variance may be considered tenable 

(Winer, 1971). 

Table 1 

Socio-economic Status of Subjects by Percentage 
of Total Subjects in Class 

Ethnicity 

White 

Hispanic 

Gender 

Male 

Female 

Work-status 

Working 

Non-working 

Unknown 

9 

n 

19 

6 

14 

11 

17 

7 

1 

a.m. 

% 

76% 

24% 

56% 

44% 

68% 

28% 

4% 

11 

n 

17 

8 

13 

12 

17 

6 

2 

a.m. 

% 

68% 

32% 

52% 

48% 

68% 

24% 

8% 
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Table 2 

Indications of Aptitude for Mathematics 
Performance of Subjects by Class 

9 a.m. 11 a.m. 

College GPA 

m 

sd 

r 

Previous mathematics 

2 year high school 

3 or 4 year high school 

college remedial 

Major 

mathematics dependent 

non-mathematics 
dependent 

undeclared 

2.65 

(n=13) 

.61 

1.50-3.43 

36% 

(n=9) 

20% 

(n=5) 

44% 

(n=ll) 

44% 

(n=ll) 

32% 

(n=8) 

24% 

(n=6) 

2.47 

(n=14) 

.78 

1.10-3.53 

32% 

(n=8) 

24% 

(n=6) 

44% 

(n=ll) 

28% 

(n=7) 

56% 

(n=14) 

16% 

(n=4) 
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Instruments 

The pretest and posttest were both publisher provided 

in the supplementary materials which accompanied the 

textbook (Lial & Miller, 1988). The tests were not used in 

their intact form. The length was considered to be too much 

for an hour excunination. Questions which were considered by 

the researcher to be duplicate assessments of facts or 

skills acquisition were eliminated. The pretest had 

43 questions (Appendix A). The posttest had 20 questions 

(Appendix B). 

Pretest 

The pretest was shown valid by a consensus of college 

mathematics instructors. Its concurrent validity was 

substantiated by a correlation coefficient of .69 with 

ASSET, a nationally normed assessment instrument (American 

College Testing Progrcim, 1989). The pretest questions 

examined prerequisite knowledge and skills for college 

algebra. The knowledge of number sets, properties of real 

numbers, absolute value, ordering, and exponential rules 

were included. The skills included operations on 

polynomials and rational algebraic expressions and real and 

complex numbers. Skills examined were also the solving of 

linear, rational and polynomial equations and inequalities. 

Answers to the questions were names, numbers, and algebraic 

expressions or lists and were scored as correct or 
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incorrect. Reliability was verified with an internal 

consistency test, Kuder-Richardson 21, of .83. 

Posttest 

The posttest examined the facts, skills, and concepts 

taught in the unit on function and analytic geometry. The 

fact items asked for recognition of domain and range and 

elements within standard analytic geometry forms. The 

procedural skills examined were the ability to perform 

algebra of functions, graph functions and relations, and 

complete the square. Items for concept assessment were 

added to the posttest by the researcher. Concept questions 

elicited an operational definition of analytic geometry and 

an exconple of a function. Concept questions also assessed 

the ability of the student to extrapolate from the known to 

the unknown. Assessment of the ability to extrapolate was 

tested by questions related to form and interpretation of 

form in analytic geometry equations which were new to the 

student. The posttest was not calculator dependent. 

Questions on the posttest were scored in three categories. 

One category was questions with a single correct or 

incorrect answer, thus receiving no credit or full credit. 

A second category involved questions with multiple answers 

or steps in procedures. Questions in this second category 

received proportional parts of the credit. A third category 

involved discussion-type answers. A restatement of words in 

the question or nominal answers were considered feeble 
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answers. The completeness of the discussion was then 

credited as reasonable or correct. These categories and 

criteria were developed by the researcher. The criteria for 

scoring the posttest are shown in table 3. 

Table 3 

Criteria for Scoring Posttest 

Question Numbers Score Criteria 

5-9, 17, 19, 20 0 Incorrect answer 

3 Correct answer 

1-4, 11-16 0 No correct answer 

1 One of three correct parts 

2 Two of three correct parts 

3 Three of three correct parts 

10, 18 0 No attempt 

1 Feeble attempt 

2 Reasonable attempt 

3 Correct answer 

The posttest was checked for validity and reliability 

with the publisher. John Lenchek (1992), editor for Harper 

Collins, stated that the tests were valid based on having 

been written by college mathematics professors. He also 

stated that validity was confirmed by comparability with 

previous tests by Harper-Collins and other tests in the 
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industry. This validity is reflected by a consensus of 

experts in the field. John Lenchek stated that reliability 

was substantiated by feedback from the field. The 

researcher obtained a Cronbach alpha of .8246, a Guttman 

with lambda 1 to lambda 6 ranging from .7731 to .8919, and a 

split half test with equal length Spearman-Brown, with the 

first n/2 items in the first part and the remaining items in 

the second, of .7883. All reliability tests were above .7 

and indicate adequate reliability of the measures. 

Survey 

A survey of attitudes toward graphing calculators and 

their use in instruction was developed by the researcher 

after soliciting input from colleagues (Appendix D). 

Each colleague contributed questions from his or her 

expertise and experience. Questions submitted related to 

attitude toward mathematics and toward calculators. 

Questions also related to the uses of calculators and to 

instructional strategies. The survey consisted of 12 

questions requiring free response answers. Eight of the 

questions also required yes/no answers. 

Procedures 

The first day of class the students received a syllabus 

describing the class, policies, grading procedures, and a 

schedule of topics by calendar. The class time was spent 

fcimiliarizing the class with the syllabus, orienting them to 
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the level of previous knowledge and skills expected, and 

apprising them of expectations of performance. The second 

class day a pretest of prerequisite math skills was given to 

all students. 

The two classes received instruction on the same 

material: function—definition, domain, range, and algebra 

of functions; graphing—absolute value and polynomial 

functions and conic sections with emphasis on the quadratic 

function and its application. The same textbook was used in 

both classes and the same assignments were made. The 

instructor in both classes was the researcher. The 

instructor used an overhead projector in lieu of a 

chalkboard. Office hours were kept by the instructor. Both 

treatment groups had available Texas Instruments graphing 

calculators (TI81) during class time and both classes were 

trained in their use. Both classes received 13 class days 

of instruction on the unit. Classes were 50 minutes per 

day, three days per week. 

The inductive teaching strategy treatment group 

received calculator instruction to familiarize them with the 

keyboard of the TI81 when the unit began. Calculators were 

distributed by the instructor at the start of the class 

period. Instruction then proceeded in the following 

sequence: excimples, generalizations, practice. Multiple 

examples were first in the sequence. 
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The multiple examples were presented in one of three 

variations. The examples were demonstrated by the 

instructor with the students following along, performed by 

the student following the directions of the instructor, or 

performed by the student following instructions on a 

worksheet (Appendix C). The worksheets were designed by the 

researcher. When worksheets were used, the instructor 

circulated in the room to guide student progress and answer 

student questions. Whenever the skill or procedure could be 

performed on the graphing calculator, it was expected and 

instruction was given specifically focusing on the TI81 

graphing calculator. 

After the examples had been completed, generalizations 

were elicited from the students. The instructor stressed 

that one correct generalization was not expected. Students 

were to describe in their own words the patterns observed. 

For example, after being presented with values for the 

parameter "a" in y = a(x - h)"2 + k, some students saw 

opening and closing, some saw expanding and contracting, 

some saw flattening and curving. Rules were clarified by 

the instructor before practice was assigned. After student 

conceptualization of their generalizations, the instructor 

stated the rule in its traditional form and compared and 

contrasted it to the student concept. For example, the "a" 

in y = a(x - h)"2 + k was named the slope and explained as 

the ratio of rise to run of the graph. 
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Practice was guided by the instructor when classtime 

permitted and assigned to be completed independently as 

homework. The multiple excimples and the homework ccime 

from the approved textbook (Lial & Miller, 1988), chapters 

eight and nine. 

In the deductive teaching strategy classroom, 

instruction proceeded in the following sequence: 

generalization, exaunples, practice. The deductive teaching 

strategy group received calculator instruction to 

familiarize them with the keyboard of the TI81 after the 

first day of unit presentation. Instruction of the skills 

and procedures in the function and analytic geometry unit 

that could be performed on the graphing calculator were 

given at the end of the unit. 

The first element in the deductive teaching strategy 

was generalization. The generalization or mathematical 

rule was read from the textbook by the instructor. It was 

then explained or illustrated by the instructor and student 

questions were answered. For example, the generalization 

was stated that y = a(x - h)"2 + k is the standard form of 

the equation of a parabola. The "a" parameter determines 

the width and direction of the parabola. 

The second element in the sequence of instruction was 

the examples. The instructor proceeded to work examples 

related to the generalization while pointing out 

characteristics and references to the generalization. For 
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example, several equations of parabolas were illustrated 

with their corresponding graphs. The numerical values for 

"a" in the equations were stressed as related to the width 

and direction of the corresponding graph. 

The third element in the deductive teaching strategy 

was practice. Homework assignments were made. Students 

began the assignments in class, if time permitted, and 

completed them independently. 

Although the deductive teaching strategy treatment 

group had access to the TI81 graphing calculators throughout 

the unit, the calculators were not specifically mentioned 

during the presentation of the lesson unless prompted by a 

student inquiry. Excimples were performed using pencil-and-

paper techniques. During the last two classes of the unit, 

students were trained to reproduce what they had practiced 

earlier by pencil-and-paper technique. The visualization 

and speed aspects of the calculator were emphasized. 

Both classes were tested on the same day, with the same 

instrument and with calculators allowed during testing. 

The survey of attitude and opinion was administered 

after completion of the entire unit (Appendix D). The 

survey was conducted in both classes with the direction that 

no name was to be affixed. Students were assured anonymity 

with the expectation of more candid and complete comments. 
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Design and Analysis 

The design is a non-equivalent control group design 

without controlled selection. Because the groups were 

intact, the experimental group must be shown to be 

equivalent or to be significantly better than the control 

group after adjustments were made for initial differences. 

"The relevant question is whether the experimental group 

outperformed the control group on the posttest by more than 

should be expected on the basis of initial selection 

differences" (Cook & Campbell, 1979, p. 155). The covariate 

was used by the researcher to adjust means. The covariate 

was a test of mathematical prerequisite skills and was 

therefore on a concomitant variate to the variable for which 

an adjustment was desired. Data were obtained on the 

diagnostic pretest and the achievement posttest. An 

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used on the posttest 

with the diagnostic pretest as the covariate. The 

independent variable in the ANCOVA was the method of 

treatment, the teaching strategy. The dependent variable in 

the ANCOVA was the posttest achievement. 

The hypotheses and method of examination were as 

follows. 

Hi. The inductive teaching strategy student achieves 

the seune level of composite factual knowledge, procedural 

skills, and conceptual understanding of function and 
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analytic geometry as the deductive teaching strategy 

student. 

HI was tested with an ANCOVA using the posttest exam as 

the dependent variable with the treatment group as 

independent variable and the pretest as covariate. 

H2. The inductive teaching strategy student is able 

to recognize functions, domains of functions, and ranges of 

functions as well as the deductive teaching strategy 

student. 

H2 was tested with an ANCOVA using problems 1-4 and 

10 on the posttest as the dependent variable with the 

treatment group as independent variable and the pretest as 

covariate. 

H3. The graphing ability of the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching strategy 

treatment group is the scune. 

H3 was tested with an ANCOVA using problems 11-15 of 

the posttest as the dependent variable with the treatment 

group as the independent variable and the pretest as 

covariate. 

H4. The ability to construct and interpret forms in 

analytic geometry is the same in the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching strategy 

treatment group. 

H4 was tested with an ANCOVA using problems 11, 14, 

16, and 17 of the posttest as the dependent variable with 
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the treatment group as the independent variable and the 

pretest as covariate. 

H5. The ability to extrapolate analytic geometry 

rules and synthesize a function is the same in the 

inductive teaching strategy treatment group and in the 

deductive teaching strategy treatment group. 

H5 was tested with an ANCOVA using problems 10 and 

18-20 of the posttest as the dependent variable with the 

treatment group as the independent variable and the pretest 

as covariate. 

H6. The inductive teaching strategy group has the 

Scune attitude toward mathematics, calculators, and 

instruction as the deductive teaching strategy treatment 

group. 

H6 was treated with a qualitative discussion. 

Frequencies were tabulated on the items with yes/no 

answers included in student response. 



CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Purpose of the Study 

This researcher conducted an experiment to verify the 

hypotheses that student achievement in factual knowledge 

and procedural skills in a particular unit of college 

algebra would be the Scune when using two different teaching 

strategies and that conceptual understanding of students 

taught with an inductive teaching strategy would be higher 

than the conceptual understanding of students taught with a 

deductive teaching strategy. Both teaching strategies 

utilized the graphing calculator. The difference was in the 

sequencing of instructional elements. The example, rule, 

practice sequence was designated as inductive teaching 

strategy. The rule, example, practice sequence was 

designated as deductive teaching strategy. The inductive 

teaching strategy had early calculator usage; whereas, the 

deductive teaching strategy had late calculator usage. 

The curriculum element chosen was the function and 

analytic geometry unit in the college algebra course. This 

unit was chosen because of the centrality of the concept of 

function to college mathematics and the linking between 

algebra and geometry inherent in analytic geometry. This 

linking crystallizes the concept of function. Additionally, 

59 
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a comparison of student attitudes toward mathematics, 

calculators, and teaching strategies was made. 

The experiment involved two classes of students 

enrolled at a West Texas community college. Before the unit 

was taught, both classes were given a pretest to measure 

students' factual and procedural knowledge of prerequisite 

mathematics. The 43 questions on the pretest were scored as 

correct or incorrect. A posttest followed the unit. The 20 

questions on the posttest were scored by the criteria shown 

in Table 3. The posttest was scored independently three 

times. The researcher and two other instructors in the 

Table 3 

Criteria for Scoring Posttest 

Question Numbers Score Criteria 

5-9, 17, 19, 20 0 Incorrect answer 

3 Correct answer 

1-4, 11-16 0 No correct answer 

1 One of three correct parts 

2 Two of three correct parts 

3 Three of three correct parts 

10, 18 0 No attempt 

1 Feeble attempt 

2 Reasonable attempt 

3 Correct answer 
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mathematics department scored the posttest according to the 

criteria given. Only three minor computational 

discrepancies were found. The discrepancies were resolved 

by discussion among the three instructors. 

Pretest scores were used as a covariate for the 

statistical analysis. The hypotheses on achievement were 

tested by analysis of covariance. Following the unit, 

students were given an attitude-and-opinion survey. For the 

hypothesis on attitude, a qualitative discussion is 

presented and a frequency tabulation on questions with 

yes/no responses. Table 4 presents the descriptive 

statistics on the pretest and posttest scores for the two 

Table 4 

Descriptive Statistics of Pretest and 
Posttest For Teaching Strategy 

Treatment Groups 

Teaching Strategy Pretest Posttest 

Inductive teaching 
strategy* 

m/sd 

Percentage 

Deductive teaching 
strategy* 

m/sd 

Percentage 

42.14/12.71 

42.14 

39.65/10.85 

39.65 

31.44/10.67 

52.4 

35.96/11.31 

59.93 

* n = 25 
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treatment groups. The pretest mean is based on a perfect 

score of 100. The posttest mean is based on a perfect score 

of 60. The means are also given as percentages for 

comparison because the means were based on different perfect 

scores. 

Analysis of Hypotheses H1-H5 

Hi. The inductive teaching strategy student achieves 

the scime level of composite factual knowledge, procedural 

skills, and conceptual understanding of function and 

analytic geometry as the deductive teaching strategy 

student. 

HI was tested by an ANCOVA using the posttest exam as 

the dependent variable with the treatment group as 

independent variable and the pretest as covariate. 

The analysis of covariance indicated adjustment of the 

means of the posttest by use of the covariate (pretest). 

The covariate (F(l,42) = .03, p = .863) was not significant. 

The analysis of covariance with F(l,42) = 1.07, p = 

.306 showed no main effect for group on the posttest. Hi 

was accepted indicating that the inductive and deductive 

teaching strategies resulted in the same level of composite 

factual knowledge, procedural skills, and conceptual 

understanding as measured by the posttest. The results are 

illustrated in Table 5. 



Table 5 

ANCOVA for Achievement of Factual 
Knowledge, Procedural Skills, and 

Conceptual Understanding on 
Posttest by Treatment 

63 

Source SS Df MS Sig of F 

Regression 

Total 

3.89 

Treatment Group 139.58 1 

Within Cells 5456.71 42 

5600.18 44 

3.89 .03 

139.58 1.07 

129.92 

.863 

.306 

H2. The inductive teaching strategy student is able to 

recognize functions, domains of functions, and ranges of 

functions as well as the deductive teaching strategy 

student. 

H2 was tested with an ANCOVA using problems 1-4 on the 

posttest as the dependent variable with the treatment group 

as independent variable and the pretest as covariate. The 

analysis of covariance indicated adjustment of the 

independent variable mean by use of the covariate (pretest). 

The covariate (F(l,42) = .10, p = .758) was not significant. 

The analysis of covariance F(l,42) = 5.07, p = .03 

showed that there was a main effect for group on the 

posttest score.-. H2 was rejected indicating that there 

was a significant difference in the ability to recognize 

functions, domains of functions, and ranges of functions 

between the student in the inductive teaching strategy 
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treatment group and the student in the deductive teaching 

strategy treatment group as measured by the posttest 

examination. The results are illustrated in Table 6. The 

deductive teaching strategy group had a mean of 7.48 and the 

inductive teaching strategy group had a mean of 5.92. H2 

was rejected; the higher mean score was in the deductive 

teaching strategy group. 

Table 6 

ANCOVA for Achievement on Recognition 
of Functions on Posttest by Treatment 

Source SS DF MS F Sig of F 

Regression .64 1 .64 .10 .758 

Treatment Group 25.78 1 25.78 5.07 .030 

Within Cells 213.80 42 5.09 

Total 240.22 44 

H3. The graphing ability of the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching strategy 

treatment group is the same. 

H3 was tested with an ANCOVA using problems 11-15 of 

the posttest as the dependent variable with the treatment 

group as the independent variable and the pretest as 

covariate. The analysis of covariance indicates adjustment 

of the posttest item means by use of the covariate 
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(pretest). The covariate (F(l,42) = .04, p = .837) was 

not significant. 

The analysis of covariance F(l,42) = 4.00, p = .052, 

showed that there was no significant main effect for group 

on the posttest score for graphing ability. H3 was not 

rejected indicating that there was no significant difference 

in the graphing ability of the two groups as measured by the 

posttest examination. The results are illustrated in Table 

7. The mean of the deductive teaching strategy group was 

10.64 and the mean of the inductive teaching strategy group 

was 8.36. 

Table 7 

ANCOVA for Achievement in Graphing 
Ability by Treatment 

Source SS DF MS Sig of F 

Regression .62 

Treatment Group 57.70 

Within Cells 606.30 

Total 664.62 

1 

1 

42 

44 

.62 

57.70 

14.44 

.04 

4.00 

.837 

.052 

H4. The ability to construct and interpret forms in 

analytic geometry is the same in the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching strategy 

treatment group. 
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H4 was tested with an ANCOVA using problems 11, 14, 16, 

and 17 of the posttest as the dependent variable with the 

treatment group as the independent variable and the pretest 

as covariate. The analysis of covariance indicated 

adjustment of the means of the posttest by use of the 

covariate (pretest). The covariate (F(l,42) = .01, p = 

.917) was not significant. 

The analysis of covariance F(l,42) = 1.2, p = .279 

showed that there was no significant main effect for group 

on the posttest score for constructing and interpreting 

forms. Therefore, H4 was not rejected, indicating there was 

no significant difference in the ability to construct and 

interpret forms in analytic geometry between the treatment 

groups. The results are illustrated in Table 8. The mean 

of the deductive teaching strategy group was 6.28. The mean 

of the inductive teaching strategy group was 5.28. 

Table 8 

ANCOVA for Achievement in Constructing 
and Interpreting Forms by Treatment 

Source SS DF MS Sig of F 

Regression 

Treatment Group 

Within Cells 

Total 

.10 

10.72 

374.48 

385.30 

1 

1 

42 

44 

.10 .01 

10.72 1.20 

8.92 

.917 

.279 
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^5* The ability to extrapolate analytic geometry rules 

and synthesize a function is the same in the inductive 

teaching strategy treatment group and in the deductive 

teaching strategy treatment group. 

H5 was examined with an ANCOVA using problems 10, and 

18-20 of the posttest as the dependent variable with the 

treatment group as the independent variable and the pretest 

as covariate. The analysis of covariance indicated 

adjustment of the means of the posttest by use of the 

covariate (pretest). The covariate (F(l,42) = 2.00, p = 

.165) was not significant. 

The analysis of covariance with F(l,42) = .52, p = .477 

showed that there was no significant main effect for group 

on the posttest score for extrapolating and synthesizing. 

H5 was not rejected indicating there was no significant 

difference in the ability to extrapolate analytic geometry 

rules and synthesize a function between the treatment 

groups. The results are illustrated in Table 9. The mean 

of the deductive teaching strategy group was 5.48. The mean 

of the- inductive teaching strategy group was 5.92. 

Analysis of Hypothesis H6 

H6. The inductive teaching strategy group has the 

same attitude toward mathematics, calculators, and 

Instruction as the deductive teaching strategy treatment 

group. 
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Table 9 

ANCOVA for Achievement in Extrapolating 
by Treatment 

1 

1 

42 

44 

13.32 

3 .43 

6 .66 

2 .00 

.52 

Source SS DF MS F Sig of F 

Regression 13.32 1 13.32 2.00 .165 

Treatment Group 3.43 1 3.43 .52 .477 

Within Cells 279.74 

Total 283.17 

H6 was treated with a qualitative analysis using the 

survey (Appendix D). The survey consisted of nine questions 

(12 parts) requiring free response answers, eight of which 

also required yes/no answers. Surveys are self-reporting 

instruments so caution was used in interpreting results. 

Representative comments on the questions are presented 

here with observations of categories of answers. Questions 

one through four dealt with student attitude and opinion 

toward calculator use. Questions five through eleven dealt 

with student attitude and opinion of learning and teaching 

strategies utilizing calculators. 

01; Would you buy a graphing calculator if you 

were/are taking another math course? Why? 

On question one, a large majority of the students in 

both groups stated that they would buy a graphing 

calculator if taking another math class. Yes/no responses 
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were 14/3 and 16/2 respectively in the inductive and 

deductive teaching strategy groups. Their stated need 

for a calculator was in checking work, making work easier, 

being helpful, being quicker, understanding, and graphing. 

Checking work was mentioned three times in each group. 

Visualization was mentioned three times in the inductive and 

four times in the deductive group. Visualization was stated 

by these phrases in the inductive group: "see how equations 

look," "shows picture of graph," "see increasing and 

decreasing." These three responses possibly indicate some 

awareness of dual representations of same information. The 

increasing and decreasing response also indicates an 

awareness of the advantages of different representation 

systems. Phrases used for visualization in the deductive 

group were: "graphing," "seeing the answer graphed," "graphs 

done," and "check graph." The three students with "no" 

answers in the inductive group stated that: "the graphing 

calculator was too expensive," "felt more secure with own," 

and "cheap one does the job for me." The two negative 

answers in the deductive group were: "school provides" and 

"supplied by teacher." 

02; How did the graphing calculator benefit you? 

On question two, double-checking their work, quickness 

and minimizing of busy work were most frequently mentioned. 

Students in the inductive group simply mentioned that the 

calculator did the graphs: "saving the time it would take to 
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actually graph," " graphed what I put in," "graphed without 

working it out on paper," "see how graph looks," and "see 

the picture of the graph." Students in the deductive group 

mentioned most frequently checking their work, but also two 

students mentioned the calculator doing the graphs. The 

students stated; "it helped me to see how the graph actually 

looked like, to see what kind of angles or which way a line 

pointed" and "I could actually see a graph." These two 

comments possibly point out the feeling of insecurity with 

the incompleteness of hand-generated graphs. Accuracy, with 

such comments as "graphed what I put in," and understanding 

of principles and concepts were also mentioned. 

Questions three and four related to feelings and 

elicited similar comments from students. 

03; Do you like math courses more when the graphing 

calculator is included? Why? 

When asked in question three about liking math classes 

more with calculator use, students indicated they found the 

class more fun as the calculator "puts a little pep into 

it," "the monotony of graphing is relieved," and "breaks up 

the lecture time," while others stated that they found it 

frustrating and stressful to deal with the complexities of 

the calculator as; "sometimes I get lost" and "had a hard 

time keeping up." Both groups mentioned that the calculator 

"eliminates simple mistakes." There was a distinction in 

the two treatment groups. Only one student in the inductive 
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group mentioned the calculator making the work easier, while 

in the deductive group, seven remarked on the calculator 

making the work easier. The reverse was stated by one 

student in the inductive group as "I like to work a problem 

on my own and acquire the knowledge put out by working it." 

The deductive group had done the hand-generation first and 

seemingly appreciated the calculator's ability to "save a 

lot of work." Only one student in the deductive group did 

not want calculators used in the class, while the inductive 

group had three "no" answers and two "it depends" answers. 

Q4A; Have your feelings changed toward math? 

04B; or calculators? How? 

The frequency tabulation on question four had two 

parts: a reference to feelings toward mathematics and a 

reference to feelings toward calculators. The yes/no 

frequencies on question 4A in the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group were 3/13 with more having no 

change in feelings toward mathematics. The corresponding 

frequencies for the deductive teaching strategy treatment 

group were 9/7 with more having a change in feelings toward 

mathematics. The three students in the inductive group 

stated: having "more confidence," changing from "scary to 

its not that bad," and "yes, because now I understand the 

math better and it is not much work involved." The other 

thirteen made statements such as: "never really liked and 

hasn't changed" or "I have always liked math." The use of 
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the calculators influenced changes in attitude toward 

mathematics in the deductive group as indicated by the 

statement; "I can understand how the answer was achieved 

when I can use the calculator to solve problems," and "I 

expected the class to be dull and instead enjoyed working 

with the calculators." 

Similarly on question 4B in the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group, the yes/no frequencies were 5/12, 

with more having no change in attitudes toward calculators. 

The corresponding frequencies were 10/4 in the deductive 

teaching strategy treatment group with more having a change 

in attitude toward calculators. Again, fewer of the 

deductive group had a change of feelings toward calculators 

and more in the inductive group had a change in feelings 

toward calculators. On question four, often students in the 

deductive group indicated that they were much more 

comfortable with calculators and found them more useful, 

while only one student in the inductive group indicated the 

same. The "no" answers in the inductive group related to; 

"always confused me" and "always liked." The "yes" answers 

were stated as; "now I can use them," "that TI81 does 

everything except write down your test answers for you," and 

"they can do much more than just add and subtract." In the 

deductive group "yes" statements ranged from: "when the 

teacher allows the use of calculators it makes things much 

faster and easier," and they are "not as complicated to 
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handle as I thought" and " I used to be uneasy working with 

calculators" to statements repeated by three students that 

they were "a useful tool." 

Questions five through eleven related to instruction 

utilizing the calculator. 

05; Is it necessary to be given explicit instruction 

on calculator use? 

On question five, all students stated that instruction 

on using the calculator was necessary. 

06: Would you feel secure taking your next math class 

(if your were/are taking one) with an instructor who uses 

the calculator more? Less? Why? 

While all students in the deductive group (two with 

reservations) wanted calculators used more in instruction; 

three in the inductive group wanted calculators used less 

and two expressed some reservation. In the inductive group 

one student stated; "without the calculators, the 

instructor would not expect you to do problems so fast." 

One expressed a feeling of inadequacy in using a calculator, 

stating; "I don't really have much knowledge with 

calculators." Three expressed reservations about their own 

learning when calculators were doing so much of the work, 

stating; "I would be relying on the calculator too much," 

"but sometimes enjoy working it out," and "need to know how 

to work problems without using a calculator." The 

deductive group students wanted more calculator usage as; "I 
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feel confident in my ability to use the calculator," "so I 

could learn more," "I know I'm doing the problem right," and 

"it cuts the work time." Two deductive group students had 

reservations stating: "more, but only if explained" and 

"used all or none of the time." 

07; What emphasis should the graphing calculator be 

given? 

On question seven concerning emphasis, students 

stressed that a calculator is only a tool, but asserted that 

current technology in a field should be learned as "it is a 

very large part of our industrial society" and "it is the 

way of the future." A student in the deductive group 

stated, "it is a learning tool. It should be used to 

eliminate time wasting, but not as a short cut to a finished 

problem without learning how to do the problem. " In the 

inductive group, two mentioned that the dual representation 

ability should be emphasized as: "I can see a graphic 

representation of what the numerical part is about." 

Several mentioned that the instructor should indicate when 

calculator use is appropriate and when it is not: "on what 

function it better performs" and "emphasis on how it should 

be used" and mentioned reservations concerning their own 

learning; "as long as the students are learning the 

concepts," "as example only," "a way to check your work," 

and "students still need to know how to work without the 

calculator." 
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On questions eight and nine, students were asked 

how they viewed their use of the calculator. 

Q8A: Do you use the graphing calculator to experiment? 

If ves. How? 

On experimenting, responses were 12/5 yes/no in the 

inductive group and 11/7 yes/no in the deductive group. In 

the inductive group the two explanations for a negative 

answer were "I was timid of it" and "because I personally do 

not have one." Positive answers referred to experimenting 

with the calculator: "to see what functions it can perform" 

and "to try to teach myself how to use it" and to 

experimenting with mathematics: "figure out ways to speed up 

my work," "see what happens," "find fastest and easiest 

possible way to get an answer," and "on 'what if 

situations." The deductive group had positive responses 

related to experimenting with mathematics such as; 

"rearrange problems, fraction, here, negative there," 

"sometimes its just fun to see what can happen," and "to see 

if there are other ways to work problems that my teacher did 

not show me. " 

08B: to help you learn? If yes, how? 

Although answers were more frequently yes than no, 

11/6 in the inductive group and 16/2 in the deductive group, 

explanations were few. On the negative responses in the 

inductive group two stated: "would learn without it" and 

"learn more when I do the work myself." The positive 
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responses related to speed, visualization and involvement; 

"can do over and over," "helps you see what you are doing," 

and "involve me, I understand." The positive responses in 

the deductive group stated: "I could go back and catch my 

mistakes" and "sometimes if I know the answer from the 

calculator I can figure out how to get to the answer 

better." One negative response in the deductive group was: 

"I don't feel like that's what its there for." 

Q8C: to help you understand? If yes, how? 

Students responded with a 15/2 ratio in the inductive 

group and a 14/3 ratio in the deductive group that 

calculators did help them understand. Negative explanations 

were not given; however, in the inductive group 

representative positive responses were: "going back over," 

"if I'm having a problem I can see how the calculator does 

it and I go by that," "I can see sizes and directions," and 

"the more ways there are to see what's going on the greater 

the chance of picking up the concept." This dual 

representation, visualization aspect was repeated in the 

deductive responses in statements such as; "it helps 

concrete a concept." One deductive response labeled "the 

calculator is a portable teacher." 

Oil; Do you use the graphing calculator as a tool to 

increase your speed and/or accuracy or do vou use it to 

replace what you do not know how to do? 
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Students most often stated that they used the 

calculator for speed and accuracy. Accuracy was mentioned 

several times in its aspect of checking what the student had 

already done. The responses from those who chose replacing 

of what they did not know how to do included; "it then helps 

me understand" and "just when I go blank." 

Table 10 tabulates the yes/no responses. 

Table 10 

Frequency of Yes/No Answers 
to Student Survey 

Question Induct. 
Yes 

14 

13 

3 

5 

17 

12 

11 

15 

ive 
No 

3 

3 

13 

12 

0 

5 

6 

2 

Deduct 
Yes 

16 

17 

9 

10 

18 

11 

16 

14 

ive 
No 

2 

1 

7 

4 

0 

7 

2 

3 

1 

3 

4A 

4B 

5 

8A 

8B 

8C 

Summary 

Hypotheses 

Hi: The inductive teaching strategy student achieves 

the same level of composite factual knowledge, procedural 
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skills, and conceptual understanding of function and 

analytic geometry as the deductive teaching strategy 

student. 

Hi was accepted. 

H2; The inductive teaching strategy student is able to 

recognize functions, domains of functions, and ranges of 

functions as well as the deductive teaching strategy 

student. 

H2 was rejected. The higher mean score was in the 

deductive teaching strategy. 

H3; The graphing ability of the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching strategy 

treatment group is the Scime. 

H3 was accepted. 

H4; The ability to construct and interpret forms in 

analytic geometry is the saime in the inductive teaching 

strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching strategy 

treatment group. 

H4 was accepted. 

H5; The ability to extrapolate analytic geometry rules 

and synthesize a function is the scime in the inductive 

teaching strategy treatment group and in the deductive 

teaching strategy treatment group. 

H5 was accepted. 

H6; The inductive teaching strategy group has the same 
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attitude toward mathematics, calculators, and instruction as 

the deductive teaching strategy treatment group. 

H6 was treated with a qualitative analysis. 

A majority of both inductive and deductive teaching 

strategy students indicated they would buy a graphing 

calculator if taking another mathematics class and wanted 

classroom instruction on its use. Some of the students 

indicated minimizing busy work and aid in visualization as 

benefits from the graphing calculator for this unit. The 

students indicated they were comfortable with the graphing 

calculator. A number of students suggested emphasis on the 

graphing calculator, especially as a tool. Responses also 

favored experimenting with the graphing calculator, but not 

to the exclusion of learning paper-and-pencil techniques. 

Most of both groups indicated the graphing calculator helped 

them to learn and to understand concepts. Students favored 

the graphing calculator for both speed and accuracy. 

Research Questions 

(1) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy acquire a similar level of understanding 

of the facts and procedural skills as the student instructed 

by a deductive teaching strategy? 

No. This study found that the students instructed by 

the deductive teaching strategy acquired a higher level of 

understanding of the facts in this unit of function and 

analytic geometry. The procedural skills were similar. 
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(2) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy acquire a significantly higher level of 

understanding of the concepts of function and analytic 

geometry? 

No. This study found no difference in the conceptual 

understanding between the teaching strategies. 

(3) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy have a significantly different attitude 

toward mathematics, calculators, and instructional method 

than will the student instructed by a deductive teaching 

strategy? 

The results were treated with a qualitative analysis. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The purpose of the study was to determine the 

effectiveness of two teaching strategies for the function 

and analytic geometry unit of college algebra. Both 

strategies examined utilized the graphing calculator. The 

difference in strategies was in the sequence of instruction. 

The inductive teaching strategy was in the order of example, 

rule, and practice. The deductive teaching strategy was in 

the order of rule, example, practice. The subjects were 

intact groups of students enrolled in college algebra in a 

West Texas community college. Both strategies were taught 

by the researcher. Both strategies were taught in the same 

time frame. The students were pretested for prerequisite 

knowledge. The posttest was administered to both groups the 

Scone day with calculators available to all students. The 

statistical analysis was an analysis of covariance with the 

teaching strategy as independent variable, the pretest as 

covariate, and the posttest as dependent variable. In 

addition, a survey of attitude toward calculators and 

teaching strategies was administered to all students 

following the unit. Frequency tabulations were compiled on 

questions with yes/no answers on the attitude survey. The 

81 
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survey questions were also treated with a qualitative 

analysis. 

This study sought to answer the following research 

questions concerning the college algebra student using a 

graphing calculator in a function and analytic geometry unit 

of college algebra; 

(1) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy acquire a similar level of understanding 

of the facts and procedural skills as the student instructed 

by a deductive teaching strategy? 

(2) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy acquire a significantly higher level of 

understanding of the concepts of function and analytic 

geometry? 

(3) Will the student instructed by an inductive 

teaching strategy have a significantly different attitude 

toward mathematics, calculators, and instructional method 

than will the student instructed by a deductive teaching 

strategy? 

As a result of analysis, the researcher found that 

there was no significant difference in the procedural or 

conceptual abilities of the two groups of students. 

However, the factual knowledge involving the ability to 

recognize functions, and domains and ranges of functions was 

significantly higher in the deductive teaching strategy 

group. The attitude survey showed a difference in stated 
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change in attitude toward calculators and mathematics. The 

deductive teaching strategy group had yes/no ratios of 9/7 

and 10/4 in change in attitude toward mathematics and 

calculators, while the inductive inductive teaching strategy 

group had ratios of 3/13 and 5/12 respectively. 

Discussion 

The researcher hypothesized equivalent factual 

knowledge and procedural skills between the two teaching 

strategies, but greater conceptual knowledge with the 

experimental, discovery learning method of teaching. By 

discovery it was expected that the student would have 

internalized, adapted and made the concept his or her own 

thus causing the relevancy, reasonableness and 

responsibility which makes for learning. These hypotheses 

were not confirmed. 

There is some evidence (Giamatti, 1990) that the 

production of hand generated models will result in higher 

learning. Years ago, Brownell (1935) indicated that once 

the process is understood, the continued practice such as 

hand generation of models is not recommended. The inductive 

teaching strategy group did not hand generate the graphs 

first, but observed the generation by the graphing 

calculator and then analyzed the characteristics of the 

graph affected by certain parts of the corresponding 

equation. Because every aspect of the graphing was not 

attended to with each graph produced, it is possible that 
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the students did not develop a systematic approach to 

consider all necessary aspects of graphing an equation. 

This may have caused the rejection of hypothesis two and the 

failure to reject hypothesis four. From the research of 

literature, hypothesis two was expected to be accepted and 

hypothesis four was expected to be rejected. 

The deductive teaching strategy student was able to 

recognize functions, domains of functions, and ranges of 

functions better than the inductive teaching strategy 

student. The inductive teaching strategy student did not 

hand generate their graphs first. Although the student had 

learned these facts, they were not reinforced as much using 

the inductive teaching strategy. 

The ability to construct and interpret forms in 

analytic geometry appears to be the same in the inductive 

teaching strategy treatment group and the deductive teaching 

strategy treatment group. The literature indicated there 

would be better ability to construct and interpret form by 

the inductive teaching strategy student. This was not 

verified. 

The research of literature had led to anticipation that 

hypothesis five and hypothesis one would be rejected. The 

research had suggested that discovery learning would result 

in better understanding and retention of concepts with 

equivalent achievement in factual knowledge and procedural 
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skill. Better conceptual understanding was not achieved by 

the inductive teaching strategy treatment group. 

According to this study, the inductive teaching 

strategy student appears to achieve the same level of 

composite factual knowledge, procedural skills, and 

conceptual understanding of function and analytic geometry 

as the deductive teaching strategy student. In this study, 

the composite of factual knowledge, procedural skills, and 

conceptual understanding of the inductive teaching strategy 

student was not better than that of the deductive teaching 

strategy student. 

The ability to extrapolate analytic geometry rules 

and synthesize a function appears to be the same in the 

inductive teaching strategy treatment group and in the 

deductive teaching strategy treatment group. 

The inductive teaching strategy student does not appear 

to use inferential reasoning better than the deductive 

teaching strategy student. 

This researcher believes the results were related to 

other aspects of the inductive teaching strategy and other 

aspects of the students' backgrounds rather than the 

discovery learning. The learning curve (i.e., the amount of 

time and effort) necessary for proficiency on an added 

instrument apparently distracted from the ease of 

representation as did the tendency of students to veer from 

the intended focus when distracted by the capability of the 
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calculator. Some students referred to these aspects in the 

attitude survey when they stated that it was frustrating and 

stressful to deal with the complexities of the calculator. 

Only one student in the deductive group did not want 

calculators used in the class while the inductive group had 

three who did not and two who stated that "it depends." It 

is possible that the earlier use of the calculators in the 

inductive teaching strategy caused the stress of their use 

more than the deductive group who used the calculators only 

after having learned the procedures by hand. 

These negative aspects should subside with extended use 

of the calculators. Calculator use is increasing in 

elementary and secondary education as a result of the new 

standards for mathematics curricula (Commission, 1989). In 

future years, students should enter college classrooms more 

calculator literate. 

Another aspect of the research was the instrument used 

for the dependent variable. Concept questions on 

mathematics examinations are not expected by the students. 

In the Estes (1990) experiment, students were given 

conceptual questions on each unit test, and at the end of 

the semester, students were given an exit exam including 

both conceptual and procedural question. A significant 

difference was found in conceptual achievement favoring the 

experimental group, which used calculators and computers. 

Lack of fcuniliarity with this type of question might have 
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affected the reliability of the results. This type of 

mathematical excunining is being advocated by the new 

standards for mathematics curricula; therefore, in future 

years, students should be more accustomed to them. 

Conclusions 

In this study, for the unit covered, the deductive 

teaching strategy resulted in better knowledge of the facts 

and both treatments produced similar results on the 

procedural skills and in conceptual understanding. However, 

no other study was found in the literature that examined 

different teaching strategies utilizing the graphing 

calculator. With time, repetition, and refinement this 

study might produce other results. Time will allow for 

increased student experience with graphing calculators. 

Repetition will reinforce or repudiate this study's 

findings. Refinement will remove interference factors from 

the studies. 

Caution should be used in assuming that the inductive 

teaching strategy in the function and analytic geometry unit 

of college algebra does not yield factual knowledge and 

significantly better procedural skills and conceptual 

understanding. The research of literature indicated 

otherwise. If proficiency with graphing calculators 

improves or if proficiency can be obtained with a reasonable 

lead time, the results in a replication of this study might 

indicate factual knowledge is not significantly different 
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between the teaching strategies and that procedural skills 

and conceptual understanding is better with an inductive 

teaching strategy. Inductive teaching strategies might be 

better if used on other units or in other courses of the 

mathematics curriculum or if used more frequently within the 

mathematics curriculum. In the function and analytic 

geometry unit of college algebra, the sequence of the 

inductive teaching strategy might need refinement to include 

an introductory deductive component. A rule, example, rule, 

practice sequence might yield more effective learning as it 

would include both deductive and inductive aspects. 

Students do need to become acquainted with the tools 

used in a discipline. The graphing calculator should not be 

ignored and teaching strategies utilizing the graphing 

calculator should continue to be formulated and examined for 

relative effectiveness. 

This study indicates that a deductive teaching strategy 

with calculator instruction late in the sequence of 

instruction and with authoritative presentation of facts, 

procedures, and concepts does produce better results in 

factual knowledge of function and analytic geometry. This 

study also found that the inductive teaching strategy and 

deductive strategy did not result in significant difference 

in acquisition of procedural skills and conceptual 

understanding in the function and analytic geometry unit of 

college algebra. 
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Recommendations 

The graphing calculator is a valuable tool to which the 

student should be exposed. Further analysis of the merits 

of its use and the strategies should be pursued as so little 

research data are available on this medium. The graphing 

calculator should not be shelved for lack of understanding 

of when and how it is effective. This researcher 

recommends the following. 

1. As the students become familiar with the graphing 

calculator and as the focus of mathematics education shifts 

to conceptual emphasis following the new directives of the 

standards, this study should be replicated. 

2. Other units occurring later in the curriculum 

sequence for college algebra should be investigated for 

effective teaching strategies utilizing the graphing 

calculator. 

3. Research should be conducted into the possibility 

that the variations in lecture behavior and coaching 

behavior on the part of the instructor may account for 

achievement differences. 

4. Different assessment instruments should be devised 

to assess conceptual understanding and behavior differences 

in problem-solving situations when students have been taught 

by an inductive strategy versus a deductive strategy. 

5. A variation of the inductive teaching strategy with 

an early deductive element should be examined. 
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tucnosTJC runsT 

Tht qucttiora on thii t«ic art diicutied in the lectiona indicated in 
bracketa. 

h . l l U t aet A • {-12/5, - 2 , - / S , 0, 1/4, / ? , 3, «, / M ) . Liat al l the 
elementa of A that are elementa of the follovin| aeta. 

I. Integera 2. Rational numbera 3. Real nunbera 

Use the order of operationa to evaluate the following. 

4. 1(12 • 5) • 11 • 6-4 5. (-2 • (-4)(5)1 - (-4 • 11) 

la each of the following exerclaea, identify the property illuatrated aa « 
comniutative, aaaociative, identity, inverae, or diatributive property. 

6. 8(4 - x) - 32 - «x 7. 4 • B • • • 4 

8. 3 • 1-6 • 21 - 13 • (-6)1 • 2 

(1 .2 ] Write in nunerical order froa aaalleat to largeat. 

9, 1-21, -1-4 • 7 1 , - / 6 . -1/2 

Write without abaolute value bara. 

10. -1-71 - 1-21 11. 12 - /5I 

(1.3] Evaluate the following. 

12. 32 13.4-3 14.(3^)2 

Simplify the following. Write anavera without negative exponents. Aaaume that 
all variablea repreaent nonzero poaitive numbera. 

(4-Vg)-3 
15. 4(p-5)-l 
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(1.4] rarfor* each operation. 

^6- (-5x2 , 3i - 4) . (-2,2 - 7i • 5) ^̂ - (4y - l)(2y • 3) 

18. -2»^4t2 - 3i • 6) 1^- (. - 3)(«2 •'2. - 3) 

(1.5] Factor each expreaaioo ti completely aa poaaible. 

20. «xy* - 6i3y2 21. 6x2 - x - 2 22. 125«3 - 8 

(1.6] Perform each operation. Aaaume that no denominator ia tero. 

23. 2p • 1 ' 8p • 4 24. , - 4 m • 1 

(1.7] Simplify the following. All variablea represent poaitive numbera. 

25. 3J-5/5 26. (4,.«)J/S 27. Zf^'H^'^''^) 

(1.8] Simplify the following. All variablea repreaent poaitive numbers 

28. /300 29. /^^[^ 30. ^ 

(2.1] Solve each equation. 

31. 2p - 7 - 1 - (4p • 5) 32. -3 • ̂ ^ T " t 
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[2.3] Perform each operation. 

33. (-5 • 2i) - (6 - i) >»• (2 • 3i)(4 - 7i) 3^ j • i 

(2.4] Solve each equation. 

3fe. (2p - 1)2 - 8 37. 3m2 - 5m - 2 

(2.6] Solve each equation. 

38. 2p^ - 9p2 • 4 - 0 39. 2/7 • /3t • 16 

(2.7] Solve each inequality. Write each aolution in interval notation. 

40. -6y • 2 > 4y - 7 41. 5 < 3k • 8 < 29 

(2.8] Solve each equation or inequality. 

42, I4x • 3 1 - 5 43. l2y • 7| > 3 
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Give the doa^in and range of each relation. Identify any functiona. 

1. { ( * , 2) . (4, - 2 ) , (9 , 3), (9, -3)) 

2 . y m 2x^ -j- -J 

3. y X - 3 

4. 

1. Domain: 
Range t 

2. Domain: 
Range: 

3. Domain: 
Range: 

4 . Domain: 
Range: 

U t f(x) - X - 4 and g(x) 

6. H-7) 

7. (i "• t)0) 

5x - X . find the following. 

«• (j)(10) 

^' ( f .g ) (3) 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

jQ̂  Give an example (other than one given in class) of a function in 
an application area. State the independent variable (domain) and 
the dependent variable (range). 



1 0 3 

Craph each equation. 

1 1 . y • x2 - 2x • 12. y • y d • 2)2 - 3 

• " • " • — — — • — — « — — — • — — - . — ^ — - ^ - _ _ « ^ 

^ — — — — — , « ^ ^ ^^^ 

^ —— -_ — ^ —«.^ 
" ^ ~~' " ^ " ~ " - ^ — — — — — • — • « . — — _ - M _ 

•*"• " * - "~^ ~ ~ " — — • — — — — « - ^ _ - _ . - • • « . ^ ^ 

" ^ " " • " ~ - ~ " - ™ - ^ • — — — — — — — — — _ — • ^ 

" " "^ " ~ " " ~ " ' " " ^ • ^ —— — —• — • — ^ — - ^ — - M . . H r^ 

' — . - ^ _ _ 
" * " " • ' — ' — • — — — — — . — . — • — - — . ^ . ^ — , _ 

" " ' • — • — ^ - ^ ~ ^ . * ^ _ . — ^ — _ ^ 

~ " • — - — — ~ ^ — _ _ . ^ 

" " • - — — — . — — . — , _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ ^ 

" ^ " ~ " "™" " " ^ ^ ™ — — ^ ^ -^M - ^ - « • — - ^ - ^ - ^ — • . ^ 

14. 
13. (x - 1)2 • (y • 2)2 - 4 

9x2 ^ 4y2 36 

f 
- - 4 

T 

! ' 

--K44-4--- ' M 1 -f-
— T T H — h -
111!! ' T -

p^ 

r~ 

! • 

1 1 1 1 ' i : I 
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15. Craph y • ( i • 4 ) ' • ) 

I 
Ltt H 

li. rind the center and radiui of the 
following circU 

x2 • y2 - 4x • 8y • 0 

16. 

7. The length and width of a rectangle have 
a aum of 40. What width will lead to the 
maximum area? 17. 

18. The equation of a classical curve and its 
graph is given for positive constants o and h. 

u < 6 

What is the relationship between the equation and the curve? 
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? r ; Con at P*^iS« • [ /^^'J 'c l er l . t l c ol the 9raph and Ihc equatlor. 
^ »- a* y . x 4 7x « 12, vhal would you do7 

20. Knowing how to graph 49 . (x - 3)^ , y2 
y • (X - 3 ) ^ 
y « (X - 3)3 

the'e^'uauor ' ' ' " " '^'' 'y'X'VT) V ' ' ' ' '" ' " " ' ' " ' 
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^^^ . rirtt Degret Equttlon 

GRAPH USING THE y> KEY: 

Y, - ( 1 / 3 ) X • 2 

Y j . t 2 / 3 ) X 4 2 

Y3 • ( 3 / 3 ) X 4 2 

Y^ . ( 4 / 3 ) X 4 2 

What does the « in y - mx 4 b determine? 

GRAPH: 

Y^ . (-1/3)X 4 2 

Yj « (0)X 4 2 or Yj « 2 

What does a negative number lor n imply? 

What does a 0 for • (also denoted by a Kissing X term) imply? 

GRAPH USING THE Y « KEY: 

- 2X 4 1 

« 2X 4 2 

« 2X 4 3 

- 2X 4 0 

« 2X 4 -1 or Y, • 2X - 1 

What does the b in y • mx 4 b determine? 

Given the equation y « 7x 4 64 what would you name the geometric 
pattern formed by all points corresponding to numerical pairs 
which are solutions to the algebraic equation? 

Given the equation 2x 4 3y « 9 how would you enter it into a 
graphing calculator? 
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NAHE^ _̂__ r ir t t DegrM Equation 

CRAPH USING THE Y* KEY} 

Y, - ( i / 3 )x • a 

Yj • (2/3)X 4 2 

Yj • (3/3)X 4 2 

Y^ • (4/3)X 4 2 

What does the • In y - mx 4 b determine? 

GRAPH: 

Y^ . ( -1 /3 )X 4 2 

Yj • (0)X 4 2 or Yj - 2 

What does a negative number for • imply? 

What does a 0 for • (also denoted by a ftlsslng X tera) imply? 

GRAPH USING THE Y • KEY: 
t 

y^ - 2x 4 

y2 • 2X 4 

Yj • 2X 4 

y^ • 2x 4 

y, • 2x 4 

What does 

1 

2 

3 

0 

-1 

the 

or Y, • 2X - 1 

b in y « mx 4 b determine? 

Given the equation y « 7x 4 64 what would you name the geometric 
pattern formed by a l l points corresponding to numerical pairs 
which are solutions to the algebraic equation? 

Given the equation 2x 4 3y • 9 how would you enter It Into a 
9raphing calculator? 
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Would you buy a graphing calculator if you were/are taking another 
math course? Why? 

How did the graphing calculator benefit you? 

Do you like math courses more when the graphing calculator is 
included? Why? 

Have your feelings changed toward math or calculators? How? 

Is it necessary to be given explicit instruction on calculator use 



I l l 

would you feel secure taking your next math class (if you were/are 
caKing one) with an Instructor who uses the calculator more? Less? 
wny? 

What emphasis should the graphing calculator be given? 

Do you use the graphing calculator to experiment? If yes, how? 

to help you learn? If yes, how? 

to help you understand? If yes, how? 

Do you use the graphing calculator as a tool to increase your speed 
and/or accuracy or do you use it to replace what you do not know 
how to do? 


